County of Santa Clara

Children, Seniors, and Families Committee
Supervisor Cindy Chavez, Chairperson. Supervisor Dave Cortese, Vice Chairperson.

County Government Center – 70 West Hedding Street, 1st floor
San Jose, CA 95110 Phone 408-299-5001 TTY:993-8272
DATE:
TIME:

January 11, 2017, Regular Meeting
2:00 PM

PLACE:

Board of Supervisors' Chambers
AGENDA

-- The recommended actions appearing on the agenda are those recommended by staff. The Committee may take other
actions relating to the issues as may be determined following consideration of the matter and discussion of the
recommended actions.
-- Items that will require action by the Board of Supervisors may be forwarded to a future Board of Supervisors meeting
for consideration.
-- Language interpretation services are available. Please contact the Office of the Clerk of the Board at 408-299-5001 no less than
three business days prior to the meeting to request an interpreter.
-- Persons wishing to address the Committee on any item on the agenda are requested to complete a request to speak form and give
it to the Deputy Clerk so the Chairperson may call speakers to the podium when the item is considered.
-- In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act and the Brown Act, those requiring accommodations in this meeting
should notify the Clerk of the Board's Office 24 hours prior to the meeting at (408) 299-5001, or TDD (408) 993-8272.
-- To obtain a copy of any supporting document that is available, contact the Office of the Clerk of the Board at (408) 299-5001.
-- Any disclosable public records related to an open session item on a regular meeting agenda and distributed by the County to all
or a majority of the Board of Supervisors (or any other commission, or board or committee) less than 72 hours prior to that
meeting are available for public inspection at the Office of the Clerk of the Board, 70 West Hedding Street, 10th Floor, during
normal business hours.
-- Persons wishing to use the County’s systems to present audio/video materials when addressing the Committee must provide the
materials to the Office of the Clerk of the Board at least two business days in advance of the meeting. Speakers with audio/video
materials must adhere to the same time limits as other speakers and will not be granted additional time to address the Committee.
The County does not guarantee the ability to present audio/video material, and the Chairperson may limit or prohibit the use of the
County’s systems for the presentation of such material.
COMMUTE ALTERNATIVES: The Board of Supervisors encourages the use of commute alternatives including bicycles,
carpooling, and hybrid vehicles. Public transit access is available to and from the County Government Center, 70 West Hedding
St., San Jose, California by VTA bus lines 61, 62, 66, 181 and Light Rail. For trip planning information, visit www.vta.org or
contact the VTA Customer Service Department at 408-321-2300.

Opening
1. Call to Order.
2. Public Comment.
This item is reserved for persons desiring to address the Committee on any matter not on the agenda.
Speakers are limited to the following: three minutes if the Chairperson or designee determines that five
or fewer persons wish to address the Committee; two minutes if the Chairperson or designee
determines that between six and fourteen persons wish to address the Committee; and one minute if the
Chairperson or designee determines that fifteen or more persons wish to address the Committee.
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The law does not permit Committee action or extended discussion on any items not on the agenda
except under special circumstances. Statements that require a response may be placed on the agenda for
the next regular meeting of the Committee.

3. Approve consent calendar and changes to the Committee's Agenda.
The consent calendar consists of matters that are routine in nature, requiring only acceptance of written
reports by the Committee. Items of specific interest to the Committee members may be removed from
the consent calendar for questions or discussion. If you wish to discuss any of the consent calendar
items, please request that the item be removed from the consent calendar by completing a Request to
Speak form and placing it in the container at the front of the room.

Regular Agenda - Items for Discussion
4. Receive report from Social Services Agency, Department of Family and Children’s
Services, relating to timely dental and medical examinations for children in the County
child welfare system. (ID# 83375)
5. Receive report from Social Services Agency, Department of Family of Children's
Services, relating to the implementation status of the recommendations noted in the
Juvenile Welfare Office of the Ombudsperson's Annual Reports from 2013-2015. (ID#
83703)
6. Study session: Receive report from the Office of Cultural Competency, Probation
Department, and Social Services Agency relating to cross-systems child/youth safety
and well-being reporting. (ID# 84173)
7. Receive verbal report from Director, Social Services Agency.
8. Receive verbal report from Director, Department of Child Support Services.
Time Certain - To Be Heard No Earlier Than 4 p.m.
9. Symposium relating to School Linked Services (SLS).
a. Introductions.
b. Presentations from school representatives relating to SLS.
c. Closing statements.
d. Public comment.
Consent Calendar
10. Approve minutes of the December 15, 2016 Regular Meeting.
Adjourn
11. Adjourn to the next special meeting on January 17, 2017 at 6:30 p.m. in the Board of
Supervisors' Chambers, County Government Center, 70 West Hedding Street, San Jose.
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County of Santa Clara
Social Services Agency

83375

DATE:

January 11, 2017

TO:

Children, Seniors, and Families Committee

FROM:

Robert Menicocci, Social Services Agency Director

SUBJECT: Report on Timely Dental and Medical Examinations for Children in the
County’s Child Welfare System
RECOMMENDED ACTION
Receive report from Social Services Agency, Department of Family and Children’s Services,
relating to timely dental and medical examinations for children in the County child welfare
system.
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
1. On May 7, 2015, the Children, Seniors, and Families Committee (CSFC) requested a
report back relating to the efforts made and planned to ensure children in the child welfare
system receive timely dental and medical examinations (exams).
a. On August 12, 2015, the Department of Family and Children’s Services (DFCS)
submitted a report in response to the request made by the CSFC. The report outlined
the methodology of dental and medical exams, timeliness of those exams, background
information of children who are receiving timely dental and medical exams, challenges
that the DFCS was facing, and partnerships with community based organizations.
2. On August 12, 2015, the CSFC requested a report back on the progress and timelines of
the seven action steps specified in the report relating to timely dental and medical exams.
a. On November 5, 2015, the DFCS provided a report to the CSFC relating to the
progress of the seven action steps for timely dental and medical exams noted in the
August 2015 report.
b. On April 13, 2016, the DFCS submitted a report to the CSFC to provide the
Committee with an update to the November 2015 report. The report included
information relating to the partnerships with other organizations, outcomes and next
steps for the health fairs, Santa Clara County’s progress on timely dental and medical
exams for foster youth, current efforts, and next steps.
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3. On April 13, 2016, the CSFC requested a report to provide (a) updates on the efforts made
in May 2016, (b) updates on summer outreach efforts, and (c) progress on the work with
partner organizations providing dental and medical services.
REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION
This report provides the CSFC with the information requested on April 13, 2016.
CHILD IMPACT
The recommended action will have a positive impact on the Every Child Healthy, Healthy
Lifestyle indicator by ensuring that children in the child welfare system receive timely dental
and medical exams to meet the goals and action steps outlined in the County’s System
Improvement Plan (SIP).
SENIOR IMPACT
The recommended action will have no/neutral impact on seniors.
SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
The recommended action will have no/neutral sustainability implications.
BACKGROUND
The most recent SIP 2015 Annual Report, submitted to the CSFC on August 17, 2016, shows
that performance relating to providing timely dental and medical exams for all children in the
Santa Clara County child welfare system is below the state goal of 100%; 58.7% for dental
exams and 88.0% for medical exams. Although Santa Clara County’s performance is above
the state average, the DFCS strives to meet the state goal of 100% by dedicating staff and
resources as well as augmenting partnership efforts with a number of organizations. This
report seeks to provide (a) updates on the efforts planned for May 2016, (b) updates on
outreach efforts since summer, (c) progress on the work with partner organizations providing
dental and medical services, (d) other efforts, and (e) next steps.
UPDATES ON EFFORTS PLANNED FOR MAY 2016
1. Continue working with the Kinship, Adoptive, and Foster Parent Association (KAFPA) to
coordinate a health fair during Foster Parent Appreciation Month in May 2016.
KAFPA did not have their annual event this year, but plans to resume this annual event in
May 2017. As such, the DFCS will coordinate a health and dental fair at the event and is
engaged with KAFPA in planning discussions in preparation for next year’s event.
2. Connect with Santa Clara Valley Medical Center (SCVMC) to explore the piloting
changes at their one-stop dental and medical counseling sites, located in Sunnyvale and
East Valley by May 2016.
As part of the Dental Transformation Initiative (DTI), the DFCS is involved in an ongoing
collaborative effort with SCVMC to expand dental/oral care services in regions where
children and youth are currently underserved. These regions include Sunnyvale, East
Valley, and South Clinic. Towards this end, the DFCS continues to work with SCVMC
Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Ken Yeager, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
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and other partners, including KAFPA, to raise awareness about dental care and increase
access to oral care for children and youth.
3. Expand the use of SafeMeasures and Business Objects data tools to implement a new
reporting methodology that will allow supervisors to provide managers with a monthly
status report on the progress of dental and medical exams, as well as developing
suggested action steps to augment timeliness of exams by May 1, 2016.
Initially, the DFCS’ plan was to have the supervisors use the data tools to monitor the
status of dental and medical exams. This plan was expanded to include all case carrying
social workers II/III, who previously did not have access to SafeMeasures. Several
trainings on SafeMeasures were provided to these social workers from August through
September 2016. Additional drop-in sessions are available to social workers who are
unable to attend the earlier trainings.
On September 26, 2016, email instructions and a reference guide were sent to social
workers informing them to establish access to their specific SafeMeasures case
information. Moving forward, the plan is to have these social workers monitor the
progress of dental and medical exams for their cases to ensure that the exams are provided
in a timely manner. Supervisors will also monitor this data and include it in their
supervision meetings with social workers. The issue of health and dental exams will also
become a standing agenda item on the monthly Supervisors/Coordinators meeting with
the Assistant DFCS Director to ensure that there is a regular and consistent focus on this
issue.
4. Continue working with the Health Trust and Public Health Nutritional Department to
launch classes on dental and nutrition education at the Gilroy Family Resource Center
(GFRC) by late spring 2016.
The start date for the dental and nutrition education classes at GFRC was delayed due to a
need to resolve transportation supports for clients. The DFCS is currently engaged in
various efforts to alleviate transportation issues for clients, including:
 Coordinating class times that will be most convenient for clients.
 Providing bus passes to clients.
 Working with the Facilities and Fleet (FAF) Department on planning efforts to
relocate the GFRC to a location where there are evening buses available for clients.
Although the class launch date was delayed, the DFCS continues to partner with the
Health Trust and Public Health Nutritional Department. The partners are currently looking
at leveraging existing classes offered at both the SJFRC and GFRC to provide oral health
education classes and nutritional classes, in both English and Spanish, to children and
families. The DFCS anticipates launching these classes by spring 2017.
Additionally, the DFCS is currently in discussions with the Health Trust about creating
educational videos for children and families. These videos will be shown in the SJFRC
and GFRC lobbies while the families are waiting in for classes or visitation. The DFCS
will be meeting with the Health Trust in the middle of October 2016 to discuss this item.
Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Ken Yeager, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: January 11, 2017
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If all goes well, these educational videos are anticipated to be completed by December 31,
2016.
UPDATES ON OUTREACH EFFORTS SINCE SUMMER
The DFCS engaged in several outreach efforts since summer, including convening a
roundtable discussion with care providers and the caregiver community, participating in the
Dental Transformation Initiative (DTI), and coordinating events for Binational Health Week
(BHW). The focus of these outreach efforts is to engage DFCS’ families, children, youth, and
caregivers to better connect them to dental and medical resources. These efforts also involve
collaborating with several partners including, but not limited to, the Health Trust, FIRST 5,
Healthier Kids Foundation, Children’s Dental Health Clinic, Santa Clara County Dental
Network, and SCVMC.
1. Roundtable Discussions – In an effort to understand the barriers that both caregivers
and service providers are experiencing in serving children and youth in the child
welfare system, the DFCS, including the Relative Support Team and the Resource
Advocacy and Support Services Team (RASS) Team, hosted a roundtable discussion
with caregivers as well as service providers on August 30, 2016. Through this
discussion, the DFCS learned that the greatest barriers that service providers and
caregivers are experiencing include: (a) difficulty in accessing the dental care system
as well as Denti-Cal; (b) limited number of viable dentists who accept Denti-Cal; and
(c) lack of support provided to caregivers and parents in navigating the dental and
health care systems.
To address these issues, the DFCS plans to work in partnership with the organizations
who are currently participating in the DTI. The highlight of these partnerships will be
to expand the services provided by PHNs assigned to DFCS. The group also agreed to
form an ongoing committee, which will meet quarterly, to continue discussions
relating to issues of accessing dental care. A second roundtable discussion is
anticipated to be scheduled in November 2016.
2. Dental Transformation Initiative (DTI): The DTI is a component of the Medi-Cal 2020
waiver that seeks to improve dental health for Medi-Cal children. The DTI is
comprised of four domains. On September 6, 2016, the DFCS submitted a proposal in
response to Domain 4 on September 6, 2016. The goals of this Domain 4 are to
increase:
 Dental prevention;
 Caries risk assessment and disease management;
 Continuity of care among Medi-Cal children by Local Dental Pilot Projects
(LDPP) innovative pilot projects through alternative programs;
 Potentially using strategies focused on urban or rural areas;
 Care models;
 Delivery systems;
Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Ken Yeager, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
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 Workforce; and
 Local case management initiatives and/or education.
Domain 4 is a demonstration program, which will be implemented in a maximum of 15
select locations through a competitive application process. The proposal will be
integrated into an overall service delivery system, which focuses on:
 Providing dental/oral services to children and young adults (ages 0-21) in the
child welfare system;
 Augmenting the partnership with the Department of Public Health;
 Increasing the number of Public Health Nurses (PHN) who will be focusing on
this population;
 Enhancing the current PHN case management to provide more intensive support
services to caregivers, parents, and young adults; and
 Offering more education services for dental/oral care.
It is important to note that the proposal submitted by the DFCS to improve overall
dental/oral care for children and youth in the child welfare system is contingent upon
improvements in the broader system. These improvements include, but are not limited
to: having more dental providers accepting Denti-Care, obtaining access to a
centralized information and referral system to identify available resources for
emergency and general care, and increasing the number of available PHN to focus on
children and youth in the child welfare system.
The DFCS’ proposal is currently being reviewed by the DHCS. A response from the
DHCS is anticipated to be received by October 31, 2016. In the meantime, the DFCS is
also working with KAFPA, the Relative Support Team, and the RASS Team to ensure
that relative caregivers and foster parents are apprised of these improvement efforts.
3. Binational Health Week (BHW) – BHW was created in 2001, with the goal of raising
awareness and responding to the unique health care challenges of Latinos living in the
United States and Canada. BHW is now one of the largest mobilization efforts to
improve the health and well-being of the underserved Latino population. The 16 th
BHW will take place during the month of October 2016.
Planning and preparation efforts for BHW commenced during the summer. In an effort
to promote BHW, both the San Jose Family Resource Center (SJFRC) and GFRC are
organizing events to support dental/oral care for San Jose and South County regions:
 GFRC participated in the annual “Gilroy Community Health Day” at San Ysidro
Park in Gilroy, CA on October 1, 2016. In an effort to augment attendance, staff
at GFRC reached out to over 100 families in South County as well as those in
neighboring areas prior to the event.
 SJFRC will be holding its second annual Health and Dental Fair at 591 N. King
Road in San Jose, CA on October 6, 2016. This purpose of the event is to
Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Ken Yeager, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: January 11, 2017
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promote healthy living by offering a variety of free services and events,
including free dental exams, flu shots, healthy snacks, games, raffles, books and
storytelling, and face painting. The event flyer (in English and Spanish) is
attached to this report.
PROGRESS ON WORK WITH PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS
The established partnerships with other governmental agencies and community based
organizations (CBOs) offer the DFCS an opportunity to improve the overall service delivery
system. Through the efforts relating to DTI, the DFCS continues to partner with the
following:
 The Health Trust: This charitable foundation’s mission is to lead the Silicon Valley
community in advancing health awareness. The organization connects caregivers with
doctors who may be able to provide dental or medical exams for foster youth. The
Health Trust provided dental and nutrition education at the “Gilroy Community Health
Day” and will also be providing the same education at the health and dental fair.
 Healthier Kids Foundation: This charitable nonprofit organization focuses on
providing access to and advocacy for health care services for all children. This
organization can also connect caregivers with doctors who may be able to provide
dental or medical exams for foster youth. Healthier Kids Foundation is currently
providing dental and vision screenings to foster youth. The organization provided
dental screenings for children at the “Gilroy Community Health Day” and will be
providing the same service at the health and dental fair.
 FIRST 5 Santa Clara County: This agency provides all children ages 0-5 with
programs and services that ensure children are born and remain healthy, receive more
from their education, and become productive adults. The DFCS continues to enforce
the policy for social workers to send referrals for all children ages birth to age 5 who
enter DFCS at the Emergency Response (ER) stage for a Public Health assessment.
PHNs are conducting an initial global assessment for all children ages birth to age 5
and connecting these children with the local First 5 Resource Centers for services,
along with any other appropriate resources.
 Children’s Dental Clinics: This nonprofit organization serves children and young
adults, ages 0-21, who are economically disadvantaged or have issues in access to care.
The Child Health and Disability Prevention (CHDP) public health nurses keep an
active list of local dentists who are taking Medi-Cal and will serve children and
families who have Medi-Cal and are involved with the child welfare system.
 Santa Clara County Dental Network: This organization works in collaboration with the
DFCS through the DTI to help improve access for DFCS families. This includes
changes to when and how appointments are scheduled, how to provide follow-up
services, and how to educate families on oral health care.
 The Kinship, Adoptive, and Foster Parent Association (KAFPA): This association
supports the resource families who provide care for children in the child welfare
Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Ken Yeager, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
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system. In collaboration with KAFPA, the DFCS plans to coordinate a health and
dental fair at the Foster Parent Appreciation Month in May 2017.
 Santa Clara County Office of Education (SCCOE): This agency coordinates with
Health Mobile, a nonprofit organization that offers mobile health care, to provide dropin Dental Health Mobile Vans for Santa Clara County foster youth. The Dental Health
Mobile Vans are available monthly at the HUB/SJFRC, and GFRC.
 Santa Clara Valley Medical Center (SCVMC): This County department assists the
DFCS with identifying available resources to assist with Medi-Cal processes to
increase timeliness of dental and medical exams. SCVMC assisted the GFRC at annual
“Gilroy Community Health Day” at San Ysidro Park in Gilroy, CA as well as the
SJFRC at the health and dental fair.
 County of Santa Clara Public Health Department: This County department continues
to work with the DFCS in an effort to increase the number of PHN to augment the
services provided to children and youth. Currently, DFCS clerical collaborates with the
Public Health Department CHDP nurse team to support families who have the most
recent dental provider information. For a foster child with each initial foster care
placement, the process is as follows:
o DFCS clerical sends out a list of providers for medical, dental, and optometry
who are accepting Medi-Cal to the respective caregiver.
o The foster care PHN contacts the caregiver with each new placement to assess
the caregiver's need of provider resources and challenges in accessing care.
OTHER EFFORTS
In spring 2016, the DFCS conducted a community project with the goal of assessing possible
barriers that are preventing children and families from obtaining dental services in South
County. The purpose of the project was to:
 Disseminate information about the Dental Health Mobile Van’s free and accessible
dental services for children and youth with open cases at DFCS;
 Conduct a survey to caregivers of foster youth and identify the factors influencing the
Dental Health Mobile Van’s lack of use; and
 Inform caregivers about the overdue dental exams that some foster children and youth
have.
The DFCS reached out to 79 families who had children, youth, and young adults with open
dependency cases in South County. The target population for this community project was
monolingual Latino families who are involved with the children welfare system. The reason
is because these families are more prone to be disconnected from services due to the
language barrier. Participants in the project included caregivers of foster homes, group
homes, and relative/non-relative extended family member homes, who mostly cared for
Latino children. Phone calls were conducted to gather information regarding the barriers of
obtaining dental services.
Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Ken Yeager, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
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Sixty four percent of the families participated in the survey. The survey revealed the
following results:
 Many families were unaware about the Dental Health Mobile Vans at the SJFRC and
GFRC despite the fact that information were provided to them through mail and phone
calls.
 Of those families who have heard about the Dental Health Mobile Vans, or have used
them, they received the information from their social workers or from the lobby at
GFRC.
 It is difficult for families to bring their children on the one day per month that the
Dental Mobile Vans were available due to other activities that the children have after
school as well as visits with their biological parents and other siblings.
 Many families stated that additional outreach and help with transportation is important.
The DFCS found the community project to be extremely helpful in understanding the
challenges that the families are facing. Using the results of the survey, the DFCS will
evaluate methodologies to support families in receiving timely dental services and promote
the use of the Dental Health Mobile Vans at the SJFRC and GFRC.
NEXT STEPS
The DFCS will continue to work towards increasing the timeliness of children and youth
receiving timely dental and medical exams. This includes:
1. Preparing for the events planned for Binational Health Week in October 2016.
2. Continuing the partnership with Public Health to increase the number of PHN and
improve the current PHN services.
3. Continuing participation in the DTI.
4. Continuing the partnership with KAFPA to coordinate a health and dental fair in May
2017.
CONSEQUENCES OF NEGATIVE ACTION
The report relating to Timely Dental and Medical Exams for Children in the County’s Child
Welfare System will not be received as a consequence of negative action.
STEPS FOLLOWING APPROVAL
The Clerk of the Board will follow the usual process for this type of legislative file.
LINKS:
 Linked To: 80575 : Receive report from the Social Services Agency, Department of
Family and Children’s Services relating to timely dental and medical examinations for
children in the County’s child welfare system.
 Linked To: 78613 : Receive report from the Social Services Agency, Department of
Family and Children’s Services relating to progress of action steps for timely dental
and medical examinations for children in the County’s child welfare system.
Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Ken Yeager, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
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 Linked To: 77512 : Receive report from the Social Services Agency, Department of
Family and Children’s Services relating to timely dental and medical examinations for
children in the County’s child welfare system.
 Linked From:
83783 : Receive report from the Children, Seniors, and Families
Committee relating to the meeting of October 19, 2016. (Chavez)
ATTACHMENTS:
 SJFRC Health Fair Flyer (in English) (PDF)
 SJFRC Health Fair Flyer (in Spanish) (PDF)
 Timely Dental & Medical PowerPoint Presentation - CSFC - October 19, 2016
(PDF)
HISTORY:
10/19/16
12/15/16

Children, Seniors, and Families Committee

HELD
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2nd Annual FREE Health & Dental Fair

*Free Dental Exams

*Free Flu
Shots

San Jose Family Resource Center
591 N. King Rd., San Jose, CA 95133
(408) 793-8800
Thursday, October 6, 2016
3pm – 7pm
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2da Feria

Dental y de la Salud GRATIS

Consultas
dentales
GRATIS

Vacunas de la
gripe GRATIS
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Children, Seniors, and Families Committee
(CSFC)
October 19, 2016
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Attachment: Timely Dental & Medical PowerPoint Presentation - CSFC - October 19, 2016 (83375 : Report on Timely Dental and Medical

Topics
 Updates

on Efforts Planned for May 2016
 Updates on Outreach Efforts since Summer
 Progress on Work with Partner Organizations
 Other Efforts
 Next Steps
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Efforts Planned for May 2016
1. Continue working with the Kinship, Adoptive, and Foster Parent
A
Association
i ti
(KAFPA) to
t coordinate
di t a health
h lth fair
f i during
d i
Foster
F t
Parent Appreciation Month in May 2016.
KAFPA did not have their annual event this year, but plans to resume this
annual event in May 2017.
2017 As such,
such the DFCS will coordinate a health and
dental fair at the event and is engaged with KAFPA in planning discussions
in preparation for next year’s event.
2 Connect with Santa Clara Valley Medical Center (SCVMC) to
2.
explore the piloting changes at their one-stop dental and medical
counseling sites, located in Sunnyvale and East Valley by May
2016.
As part of the Dental Transformation Initiative (DTI), the DFCS is involved
in an ongoing collaborative effort with SCVMC to expand dental/oral care
services in regions where children and youth currently underserved.
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Efforts Planned for May 2016
3. Expand the use of SafeMeasures and Business Objects data tools to
implement a new reporting methodology that will allow supervisors to
provide managers with a monthly status report on the progress of
dental and medical exams, as well as developing suggested action
steps to augment timeliness of exams by May 1, 2016.
Initially, the DFCS’
Initially
DFCS plan was to have the supervisors use the data tools to
monitor the status of dental and medical exams. This plan was expanded to
include all case carrying social workers II/III, who previously did not have
access to SafeMeasures.
4 Continue working with the Health Trust and Public Health Nutritional
4.
Department to launch classes on dental and nutrition education at the
Gilroy Family Resource Center (GFRC) by late spring 2016.
Although launch date was delayed, the DFCS continues to partner with the
Health Trust and Public Health Nutritional Department
Department. The partners are
currently looking at leveraging existing classes offered at both the SJFRC and
GFRC to provide oral health education classes and nutritional classes, in both
English and Spanish, to children and families. The DFCS anticipates launching
these classes by spring 2017.
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Updates on Outreach Efforts Since Summer
1. Roundtable Discussion: In an effort to understand the barriers
that both caregivers and service providers are experiencing in
serving children and youth in the child welfare system, the DFCS
hosted a roundtable discussion with these two groups on August
30 2016
30,

2. Dental Transformation Initiative (DTI): The DFCS submitted
a proposal in response to Domain 4 on September 6, 2016.
3. Binational Health Week (BHW): In an effort to promote BHW,
both the San Jose Family Resource Center (SJFRC) and GFRC are
organizing events to support dental/oral care for San Jose and
South County regions.
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Progress on Work with Partner Organizations
 The

Health Trust
 Healthier Kids Foundation
 FIRST 5 Santa Clara County
 Children’s Dental Clinics
 Santa Clara County Dental Network
 Kinship,
Kinship Adoptive
Adoptive, and Foster Parent Association
 Santa Clara County Office of Education
 Santa Clara Valley Medical Center
 County of Santa Clara Public Health Department
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Other Efforts


In spring
p g 2016,, the DFCS conducted a community
y project
p j
with the goal of assessing possible barriers that are
preventing children and families from obtaining dental
services in South County.



The DFCS reached out to 79 families who had children,
youth, and young adults with open dependency cases in
South County.



Sixty four percent of the families participated in the survey.
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Next Steps
1. Prepare for the events planned for Binational Health Week in October

2016.

2. Continue the partnership with Public Health to increase the number of

PHN and improve the current PHN services.

3. Continue participation in the DTI.
4. Continue the partnership with KAFPA to coordinate a health and dental

fair in May 2017.
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County of Santa Clara
Social Services Agency

83703

DATE:

January 11, 2017

TO:

Children, Seniors, and Families Committee

FROM:

Robert Menicocci, Social Services Agency Director

SUBJECT: 2013-2015 Juvenile Welfare Office of the Ombudsperson's Annual Reports DFCS Follow-Up
RECOMMENDED ACTION
Receive report from Social Services Agency, Department of Family of Children's Services,
relating to the implementation status of the recommendations noted in the Juvenile Welfare
Office of the Ombudsperson's Annual Reports from 2013-2015.
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
1. On May 7, 2015, the Children, Seniors, and Families Committee (CSFC) requested the
Department of Family and Children’s Services to provide an off-agenda report relating to
the implementation of the recommendations specified in the 2015 Juvenile Welfare Office
of the Ombudsperson (JWOO) Annual Report.
a. The DFCS submitted an off-agenda report in response to the CSFC’s request to the
Board of Supervisors on August 3, 2015 (see attached report).
2. On August 17, 2016, the CSFC requested a report that includes:
 The status on the implementation of all recommendations made by the JWOO over the
last three years (2013-2015), where DFCS agreed, partially agreed, and did not agree.
 The status, if any, of those issues compared to the very last report that was written.
REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION
This report provides a status on the implementation of the recommendations specified in the
annual reports submitted by the JWOO from 2013-2015.
CHILD IMPACT
The recommended action will have a positive impact on the Children Living in Safe and
Stable Family Environments indicator by providing the CSFC with an update on the
implementation status of the JWOO’s recommendations, which are aimed at improving the
quality of services provided to children and families in the child welfare system.
Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Ken Yeager, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
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SENIOR IMPACT
The recommended action will have no/neutral impact on seniors.
SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
The recommended action will have no/neutral sustainability implications.
BACKGROUND
To effectively respond to the CSFC’s request made on August 17, 2016, coordination efforts
were made between the DFCS and the JWOO. Representatives from the JWOO evaluated the
2015 Annual Report, Fiscal Year (FY) 2014 Mid-Year Snapshot Report, and the 2013
Semi-Annual Reports (March and October 2013) and compiled the information in a grid
format. This information was then provided to the DFCS on September 20, 2016. Using the
document provided by the JWOO, the DFCS incorporated the implementation status—
including status, action, and timeline—for the applicable discussion items/recommendations.
The attached document provides a detailed grid that includes the following
columns/information:
 Ombudsman (OMB) Formal “Discussion Items” (Provided by JWOO);
 OMB Supplemental Recommendations & Observations in the Report (Provided by
JWOO);
 OMB Recommendation Action(s) Related to Both Formal and Supplemental;
Information (Provided by JWOO);
 DFCS Response (Provided by JWOO); and
 Status of Recommendation (Provided by DFCS).
Tables 1-4 provide a snapshot of the status for the discussion items/recommendations—
categorized as resolved, ongoing, or pending. The attached grid provides the detailed
information for each item (see page numbers noted for reference).

TABLE 1
2015 Annual Report
(Pages 1-7 on Attached Grid)
#

Resolved

Ongoing

1. Dependency Court
Mediators (page 5)

Visitor Demographic
Profiles (pages 1-2)

2. Defining “Unforeseen
Circumstances” Related to
Visitation Rescheduling
(pages 5-6)

Child and Family Practice
Model Practice Behaviors
(page 2-3)

Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Ken Yeager, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: January 11, 2017

Pending
Visitation Supervision,
Social Worker’s (SW’s)
Assessment of Visitation
(pages 3-5)

Page 2 of 5
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3.

Relative Placement at Time
of Removal (page 3)

4.

Group Homes (page 6-7)

TABLE 2
FY 2014 Mid-Year Snapshot Report
(Pages 8-9 on Attached Grid)
#

Resolved

Ongoing

1.

Visitor Demographic
Profiles (page 8)

2.

Case Demographic Profiles
(pages 8-9)

Pending

TABLE 3
2013 Semi-Annual Report (October 2013)
(Pages 10-19 on Attached Grid)
#

Resolved

Ongoing

1.

Group Home Dispensation
of Nonprescription
Medication (page 10)

2.

Child Placement Distance
to Parent in Reunification
Efforts (pages 10-11)

3.

Data Collection in Support
of California Partners for
Permanency Initiative
(pages 12-15)

4.

Language/Identity
(pages 17-19)

Pending
Placement (pages 15-17)

TABLE 4
2013 Semi-Annual Report (March 2013)
Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Ken Yeager, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: January 11, 2017
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(Pages 20-29 on Attached Grid)
#

Resolved

Ongoing

1. Informed Consent
(page 20)

DFCS Online Handbook of
Policies and Procedures
(pages 20-21)

2. Copies of Voluntary
Agreements to Parents
(pages 21-22)

Child Abuse and Neglect
Hotline Quality Control
(pages 22-23)

3. Social Worker Business
Cards (page 22)

Review of Child
Medication Procedures
(pages 23-24)

4.

Group Homes
(pages 26-27)

5.

Service Plan (pages 27-28)

6.

Demographic Trending
(pages 28-29)

Pending
Placement (pages 24-26)

CONSEQUENCES OF NEGATIVE ACTION
The report relating to the implementation status of the recommendations noted in the
JWOO’s Annual Reports from 2013-2015 will not be received as a consequence of negative
action.
STEPS FOLLOWING APPROVAL
The Clerk of the Board will follow the usual process for this type of legislative file.
LINKS:
 Linked To:
 Linked To:
 Linked To:
 Linked To:

75655 : 75655
70941 : 70941
69439 : 69439
66756 : 66756

Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Ken Yeager, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: January 11, 2017
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ATTACHMENTS:
 8-3-15 Off Agenda Report RE Juvenile Welfare Office of the Ombudsperson
(PDF)
 JWOO Recommendations Status Report in Response to CSFC Request for 3 Year
Look Back_Final (DOCX)
 2013-2015 JWOO Annual Reports Status PowerPoint Presentation - CSFC November 10, 2016
(PDF)
HISTORY:
11/10/16
12/15/16

Children, Seniors, and Families Committee

HELD

Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Ken Yeager, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: January 11, 2017

Next:
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Request of CSFC Chairperson Chavez: "Item 7, this is the ombudsman report… very thoughtful report. What I would like get at a future meeting, and I would like the staff to come
back with the appropriate time…is the status of the implementation of all recommendations made for the last three years in the last three reports – where the staff agreed or
partially agreed, and where they did not agree, the status, if any, of those issues as compared to last report that was made."

OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

Visitor Demographic
Profiles “Since 2004, the
ethnic demographic of visitors
is heavily weighted toward the
Latino community.”

No JWOO articulated
recommendation.

“Demographics of Visitors”
“DFCS recognizes the
increased proportion of
complaints originating from the
Latino communities ... [and] it
will continue to monitor and
evaluate based on
recommendations from the
JWOO on key areas.”

Status: Ongoing.
Action: The Center for
Leadership and
Transformation (CLT) is a
County effort that focuses on a
variety of issues to strategize
and promote rapid change in
selected areas. A CLT
group—comprised staff from
DFCS, Probation, and Office
of Cultural Competency
(OCC)—was formed to
evaluate different ways to
reduce disproportionality at
system entry into the child
welfare system and the
juvenile justice system.
In March 2016, a “Status of
Disproportionate
Representation of Children of
Color in the Child Welfare
System” report was submitted
to the Children, Seniors, and
Families Committee (CSFC).
The report outlined the
progress of the CLT process
to address the overrepresentation of children of
1
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5.b

2015 Annual Report

Request of CSFC Chairperson Chavez: "Item 7, this is the ombudsman report… very thoughtful report. What I would like get at a future meeting, and I would like the staff to come
back with the appropriate time…is the status of the implementation of all recommendations made for the last three years in the last three reports – where the staff agreed or
partially agreed, and where they did not agree, the status, if any, of those issues as compared to last report that was made."

OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

color. The report also provided
a status update and next step
actions on the CLT project
plan to guide the crosssystems goal to reduce
system entries by children of
color using both prevention
and diversion strategies.
Timeline: The DFCS
continues participation in the
CLT project, which reassesses
its activity quarterly.
Child and Family Practice
Model Practice Behaviors
“…There exists a relatively
larger components of the
DFCS organization, for
example those typically
dealing with cases of domestic
violence, that believe that the
Practice Behaviors can only
be selectively utilized within
that paradigm of case; in other
words, that many tools of the
Child and Family Practice
Model simply do not apply to
domestic violence cases.”

“Until those individuals
contracted by the Department
to perform assessments of
domestic violence perpetrators
have been both fully trained,
and embrace the Child and
Family Practice Model
approach, there will be defacto
willful holdouts to Agency wide
implementation within this
area, as the longstanding
philosophies of domestic
violence clinical practice
apparently do not readily
translate for a significant
subset of social workers.”

“Communication” “The
DFCS will continue to offer
CFPM trainings to community
partners and service
providers. As contracts are
renewed or new contracts
released, the DFCS will revise
the scope of services to
incorporate CFPM principles
into scope of services.”

Status: Ongoing.
Action: In order to promote
system alignment and
continuity of the CFPM, staff
from all Differential Response
service providers are trained
on the CFMP. This ensures
that the services from all
families at all levels of
intervention are provided with
the same values, principles,
approach, behaviors and
practices.
Timeline: CFPM trainings are
an ongoing effort, and the
2
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2015 Annual Report

Request of CSFC Chairperson Chavez: "Item 7, this is the ombudsman report… very thoughtful report. What I would like get at a future meeting, and I would like the staff to come
back with the appropriate time…is the status of the implementation of all recommendations made for the last three years in the last three reports – where the staff agreed or
partially agreed, and where they did not agree, the status, if any, of those issues as compared to last report that was made."

OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

DFCS continues to offer these
trainings to its service
providers.
Relative Placement at Time
of Removal “Welfare and
Institutions Code §361.3
provides preference for
relative placement at the time
of removal upon consideration
of the set of factors. However,
at the time of removal from the
parent, some relatives who
want placement of the child
are reticent to commit to
adopting the child if
reunification with bio parent
fails because they see this
conveyed commitment as a
betrayal or lack of support of
the bio parent who is usually
their child.”
Visitation Supervision SW’s
Assessment of Visitation “…
JWOO was contacted on a
limited number of cases…
Wherein the complainant
indicated there was a

“The Department may
consider a greater emphasis
on the meanings and
requirements of the concurrent
planning process, so as to
assist reticent bio-families gain
the strength to perceive
service in that role (as
concurrent homes) not as a
betrayal, but as a support.”

Visitation JWOO notes
several cases wherein social
workers “have opted to
supervise visitation for
prolonged periods of time
when neither court ordered,

The JWOO assessed these
cases do not mitigate in favor
of a “policy wide reaction.”
However, because there was
a verified instance of
confirmed discrepancies, the

Placement “The DFCS
agrees with the JWOO’s
recommendations that social
workers need to engage with
potential relative/NREFM
placements and fully discuss
the significant risks associated
with declining placement of a
relative child. The DFCS will
remind staff that it is a best
practice to utilize Team
Decision Making meetings
whenever there is a placement
or placement considerations.
This is also an area where the
Cultural Brokers program will
likely have significant impact
on engaging families and
relatives in honest dialogues.”

Status: Ongoing.

Visitation “The DFCS is in the
process of requesting
additional social worker I
codes that, once approved,
will result in increased
capacity to meet visitation

Status: Pending.

Action: Strategy 5 of the
Child Welfare System
Improvement Plan (SIP)
identifies a goal of providing
continued support to the
development and delivery of
training to increase staff’s
ability to engage with families
around difficult/courageous
conversations and to support
work with families regarding
trauma. The goal is supported
with the full implementation of
the Safety Organized Practice
(SOP) model.
Timeline: Support and
training of staff are ongoing.
Action: The Cultural Brokers’
Program is aimed at
augmenting and/or facilitating
greater engagement and
communication between the
3
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2015 Annual Report

Request of CSFC Chairperson Chavez: "Item 7, this is the ombudsman report… very thoughtful report. What I would like get at a future meeting, and I would like the staff to come
back with the appropriate time…is the status of the implementation of all recommendations made for the last three years in the last three reports – where the staff agreed or
partially agreed, and where they did not agree, the status, if any, of those issues as compared to last report that was made."

OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

disconnect between the
perceptions, conveyances,
and notes of the social worker
supervising visitation between
the parent and the child(ren),
and the formal commentary
made by the case caring
social worker.”

nor arguably when
JWOO will bring such cases to
circumstances have warranted the Department’s immediate
the increased examination,”
attention for internal review.
raising the specter of possible
bias on the part of the social
worker.

DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

needs of families and children.
With respect to social workers
prolonging supervised
visitations*, staff will be
reminded of the step down
(progressive) model of
visitation where clinically
appropriate with the goal to
move toward the least
restrictive form of visitation.”

DFCS and children, families,
and communities.
The continued
implementation, use and
integration of the Structured
Decision Making (SDM) tool to
help guide conversations
regarding safety and risk
should help to ensure more
consistent decision regarding
visitations and that visitations
are at the lowest level possible
that does not result in
increased risk to the safety of
the child.
Timeline: Implementation
efforts of the Cultural Brokers’
Program continue in the
DFCS. Three service
providers were selected as a
result through a Request for
Proposal (RFP) process in
2016.
Implementation of SDM is
continuing, with Advanced
SDM Training for Supervisors
and Managers scheduled for
November 2016 and January
4
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2015 Annual Report

Request of CSFC Chairperson Chavez: "Item 7, this is the ombudsman report… very thoughtful report. What I would like get at a future meeting, and I would like the staff to come
back with the appropriate time…is the status of the implementation of all recommendations made for the last three years in the last three reports – where the staff agreed or
partially agreed, and where they did not agree, the status, if any, of those issues as compared to last report that was made."

OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

2017.
Dependency Court
Mediators “… Recent
conversations with many of
the courts Dependency
mediators, along with JWOO
attendance at Dependency
mediator training, as well as
prior conversations with
Family Court Services, has
called into question the exact
nature and degree of
mediation training received by
perspective mediators...”
Defining “Unforeseen
Circumstances” Related to
Visitation Rescheduling to
reduce “broad, individualistic
diversity of opinion regarding
Departmental protocol.”

The DFCS may consider
conducting “a comprehensive
examination of the training
and curriculum received by the
Dependency mediators to
assist them with the practice
of mediation itself.”

“Other areas of concern
identified by the JWOO
include systems outside of the
DFCS, including … Family
Court Mediators..”

“The JWOO encourages the
Department to examine and
ultimately, to standardize its
definition of ‘unforeseen
circumstances’ mitigating in
favor of a visitation reschedule
or makeup.”

Visitation “As noted in the
JWOO’s report, the DFCS has
experienced tremendous
staffing reductions over the 10
years, particularly with the
closing of the Clover House
Visitation Center that resulted
in a significant number of
social worker I’s. This staffing
loss has significantly reduced
the Department’s capacity to
provide supervised visitation.
The DFCS is in the process of
requesting additional social
worker I codes that, once

Status: Resolved.
Action: Dependency court
mediation services are offered
under the supervision of the
Superior Court of Santa Clara.
Timeline: N/A. The
recommendation does not
apply to the DFCS.

Status: Resolved.
Action: The DFCS
standardized its definition of
“unforeseen circumstances”
which can be found in the
DFCS Online Policies and
Procedures (OPP) handbook
Chapter 10-5.2.
Timeline: N/A. This item is
resolved.

5
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2015 Annual Report

Request of CSFC Chairperson Chavez: "Item 7, this is the ombudsman report… very thoughtful report. What I would like get at a future meeting, and I would like the staff to come
back with the appropriate time…is the status of the implementation of all recommendations made for the last three years in the last three reports – where the staff agreed or
partially agreed, and where they did not agree, the status, if any, of those issues as compared to last report that was made."

OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

Group Homes
“In the FY13 Ombudsperson
Semi-Annual Report, concerns
were raised by the
ombudsperson regarding the
dispensation of Benadryl to
children within group home
care. Given the State’s current
attention and concern to
psychotropic drug use
amongst foster children, and
the fact that nothing has been
done to address the loophole
identified by the JWOO for
group home dispensation of
over the counter medications
in routine and non-conforming
(off label) uses, that concern
remains salient, though no
appreciable numbers of
complaints involving this
category arose during the
report period.”

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

DFCS Response

approved, will result in
increased capacity to meet
visitation needs of families and
children.”
Group Homes and Over the
Counter Medication Usage
The Department … duly notes
the JWOO’s concerns
regarding the group home use
of Over the Counter (OTC)
medications such as Benadryl.
If the DFCS receives
complaints, absent immediate
safety concerns, the DFCS
would notify Community Care
Licensing (CCL) to investigate
violation of CCL policies and
regulations while the child’s
social worker conducts a risk
and safety assessment.”

Status
(DFCS to complete)

Status: Ongoing.
Action: In June 2015, the
Board of Supervisors directed
the Administration to evaluate
the policies and procedures
related to the use of OTC
medication by foster youth.
A collaboration of agencies,
including DFCS, Behavioral
Health Services Department,
Public Health, and Probation
developed a plan to monitor
OTC medications. A report
was submitted to the CSFC on
April 13, 2016 regarding the
plan to provide oversight for
the over-the-counter
medication policy.
Subsequent to the submission
of that report, the Public
Health Department agreed to
assume the responsibility of
monitoring OTC medication
related to foster youth.
6
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2015 Annual Report

Request of CSFC Chairperson Chavez: "Item 7, this is the ombudsman report… very thoughtful report. What I would like get at a future meeting, and I would like the staff to come
back with the appropriate time…is the status of the implementation of all recommendations made for the last three years in the last three reports – where the staff agreed or
partially agreed, and where they did not agree, the status, if any, of those issues as compared to last report that was made."

OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

Timeline: The DFCS provides
the necessary support to
Public Health on this effort.

7
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2015 Annual Report

Request of CSFC Chairperson Chavez: "Item 7, this is the ombudsman report… very thoughtful report. What I would like get at a future meeting, and I would like the staff to come
back with the appropriate time…is the status of the implementation of all recommendations made for the last three years in the last three reports – where the staff agreed or
partially agreed, and where they did not agree, the status, if any, of those issues as compared to last report that was made."

OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

DFCS Response

No “formal” JWOO
Discussion Items noted by
JWOO in report.

Status
(DFCS to complete)

Status: N/A.
Action: N/A.
Timeline: N/A.
Visitor Demographic
Profiles “… Asian/Pacific
Islander visitors rose sharply
to 22% of the total
demographic.” “This figure is
300% higher than any single
quarterly accounting for the
demographic since record
keeping began.

This data is the only
information contained herein
recommended to DFCS by the
ombuds for further review and
analysis.”

Aggregated Complaint
Count “The Department will
continue to explore, quantify
data and conduct an analysis
of data from the [JWOO] to
further understand the
observed increase in
complaints from the
Asian/Pacific Islander
community.”

Status: Ongoing.
Action: The DFCS continues
to monitor the data relating to
complaints by ethnicities. In
2015, data from the JWOO
report shows a complaint
percentage of 9% for
Asian/Pacific Islander visitors,
indicating a declining trend
from 22%.
Timeline: Ongoing monitoring
of this trend continues.

Case Demographic Profiles
“Beginning in 2004, the
ombudsperson … developed a
system of categorizing the
complaints it receives from
visitors … The office has
updated this categorization to
include the capture of data
included within the CAPP
initiative, though such data
has not yet been included in

Practice Model “The DFCS
continues implementation of
the Child and Family Practice
Model (CFPM)/California
Partners for Permanency
(CAPP) to all DFCS Social
Workers to improve
engagement with families to
help facilitate ‘courageous
conversations’ with families
regarding case plan progress

Status: Ongoing.
Action: The DFCS utilizes the
statistical data provided by the
JWOO to support its
identification of areas needing
further training and coaching.
These are captured in the SIP
reports, submitted to the
CSFC on a quarterly basis.
Timeline: Ongoing.
8
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Fiscal Year 2014 Mid-Year Snapshot

Request of CSFC Chairperson Chavez: "Item 7, this is the ombudsman report… very thoughtful report. What I would like get at a future meeting, and I would like the staff to come
back with the appropriate time…is the status of the implementation of all recommendations made for the last three years in the last three reports – where the staff agreed or
partially agreed, and where they did not agree, the status, if any, of those issues as compared to last report that was made."

OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body
statistical reports.”

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

and Departmental
recommendations. Strategies
include 23 practice behaviors
that would best support social
worker and families’
interactions and more effective
family engagement. The entire
DFCS organization continues
to receive coaching to
reinforce these practice
principles, and implementation
as the practice model is rolled
out. Further the Department is
in the process of developing a
Cultural Brokers program
where community cultural
experts will assist in providing
a cultural and communication
bridge between social workers
and families, and it is
anticipated that an RFP will be
released in the Fall of 2014.”

9
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Attachment: JWOO Recommendations Status Report in Response to CSFC Request for 3 Year Look

5.b

Fiscal Year 2014 Mid-Year Snapshot

Request of CSFC Chairperson Chavez: "Item 7, this is the ombudsman report… very thoughtful report. What I would like get at a future meeting, and I would like the staff to come
back with the appropriate time…is the status of the implementation of all recommendations made for the last three years in the last three reports – where the staff agreed or
partially agreed, and where they did not agree, the status, if any, of those issues as compared to last report that was made."

OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

Group Home Dispensation
of Nonprescription
Medication
“JWOO and DFCS
Administration have been
involved in an ongoing good
faith dialogue to address the
issue of usage by some group
homes of over the counter
medications in a ‘nonconforming’ manner.”

Child Placement Distance to
Parent in Reunification
Efforts
“… concern arises when
children are placed in remote
locations not in proximity to
the parent …

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

“It is the JWOO’s assessment,
however, that further
protective measures need to
be not only assessed, but
implemented, for the sole
reason that current regulations
(all considered) may still give
rise to a system whereby a
child may be provided
medication on an ongoing
basis, which is neither
documented, nor supervised
by a physician; and because
the regulations do not insist
upon proactive notice to the
social worker in these
described circumstances, the
ombuds suggests that this be
considered as an extra
measure of protection to
safeguard the interests of
children.”
“… the JWOO simply
encourages DFCS to continue
to review, under the highest
standards of administrative
oversight, those cases and
trends that place travel
burdens on parents … In

Child Medication
Procedures “As noted in the
last semi-annual report, the
Department completed an
evaluation of the concerns
regarding medication and
specifically the administering
of Benadryl. The two
identified circumstances
known at the time were
evaluated in conjunction with
Community Care Licensing
(CCL). The Department has
procedures in place for
documentation and tracking of
psychotropic medications and
over the counter medications
for all children and youth.
Discussions with group homes
and care providers were
completed in regular meetings
with care providers.”
Child Placement Distance to
Parents in Family
Reunification “The
Department is very aware of
the concerns and implications
of distance on reunification
efforts for a parent and child

Status: Ongoing.
Action: The Public Health
Department agreed to assume
the responsibility of monitoring
OTC medication related to
foster youth.
Timeline: The DFCS provides
the necessary support to
Public Health on this effort.

Status: Ongoing.
Action: The DFCS makes
every effort to avoid placing
children and youth out of the
county. There is an ongoing
effort to keep minors within
10
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OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

addition, then, to the
individualized case scrutiny
that currently exists, the
JWOO advises that DFCS
track and monitor all cases of
this nature, to ensure that its
decision making is not
trending towards either parent
or child hardship.”

… In general, the Department
tries to avoid placing children
and youth out of county …
This area is a delicate balance
for the social worker who must
consider the child’s current
and long term need for family
connection, stability and
permanency with on-going,
quality visitation to support the
reunification process … The
decision to place a child out of
county is not a easy one as it
increases the burden and
stress not only on the parents,
but also on the social workers
in maintaining regular face to
face contacts and in providing
services to the child. The
Department has not seen a
trend or increase in
placements outside of the
county and will continue to
monitor individual situations to
ensure the necessary
supports and resources are
available to facilitate
reunification efforts.”

Santa Clara County.
However, if resources are
needed, or if a viable relative
placement is outside of the
county, the DFCS will place
the child outside of the county.
When a child or youth is
placed outside of the county,
all necessary efforts and
resources are put in place to
ensure reunification efforts
where applicable.
As of September 30, 2016,
there are a total of 1,116
youth ages 0-21 residing in
Out of Home Placement. Of
those, 272 are placed out of
Santa Clara County (25%). Of
those not residing in county,
61% are placed in
relative/non-related extended
family members (NREFM),
Guardian, or Supervised
Independent Living Placement
(SILP) homes.
Timeline: This effort is
ongoing.
11
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Request of CSFC Chairperson Chavez: "Item 7, this is the ombudsman report… very thoughtful report. What I would like get at a future meeting, and I would like the staff to come
back with the appropriate time…is the status of the implementation of all recommendations made for the last three years in the last three reports – where the staff agreed or
partially agreed, and where they did not agree, the status, if any, of those issues as compared to last report that was made."

OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

Data Collection in Support
of California Partners for
Permanency Initiative
“During the report period, the
Office updated its
categorization methodology
(Attachment A) to include the
capture of data included within
the CAPP initiative. Per the
California Partners for
Permanency project, 23
practice behaviors are being
implemented by social
workers, and analyzed for
their effects on African
American and Native
American populations vis-à-vis
permanency, in an effort to
reduce long term foster care.”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

“The JWOO believes it is in a
position, along with other
feedback mechanisms
currently being established by
DFCS, to assist in the
evaluation of social worker
implementation of these
strategies. At a recent
stakeholder meeting for court
system partners, the CAPP
practice model was described
as having received anecdotal
feedback on two cases (as of
August 2013). The process
that was depicted for the
collection of client feedback
was to examine discussions in
the TDM setting, and to speak
to the client with respect to
his/her perceptions of CAPP
components. While this
mechanism will yield data
regarding client perceptions,
the ombuds and the
Supervisor for Specialized
Services, which operate as the
two primary complaints
redress mechanisms for the
Department, are also in

Communication “The
Department is aware of the
reported increase in
complaints by the Office of the
Ombudsperson during the
past few months and the fact
that the primary complaint for
“visitors” is communication
concerns with their social
worker. Internal complaints
through DFCS do not reflect
the same increase pattern for
the past six months, but do
indicate an increase in the
complexity of the complaints
received. The current report
highlights that many visitors
indicate that their social
workers have not
communicated to them in a
way that they felt fully
informed them about
recommendations that would
be made on their case. We
believe that this may be
indicative of individual social
workers struggling with having
“hard conversations” with
parents about

Status: Ongoing.
Action: The DFCS utilizes the
statistical data provided by the
JWOO to support its
identification of areas needing
further training and coaching.
These are captured in the SIP
reports, submitted to the
CSFC on a quarterly basis.
Timeline: Ongoing.
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OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

DFCS Response

effective positions to collect
data regarding client
perceptions of this initiative.
The ombudsperson offers its
support to supplement
observational and anecdotal
data being collected by the
Agency itself in evaluating
how to best embody the CAPP
strategies.”

recommendations that they
will not be reunifying with their
children. It is the Department’s
expectation that
recommendations be
discussed with parents in
advance of hearing the
recommendation in court. The
Department is also currently
involved in strategies that
should improve engagement
with families so that these
conversations occur more
effectively. An example of one
effort is the California Partners
for Permanency (CAPP)
Initiative, also referenced in
the Ombudsperson report, in
which the Department is
focused on 23 practice
principles that would best
support social worker and
families interactions and
successful reunification.
These components include
topics on cultural humility,
engagement, reflective
listening, inquiry with families,
valuing the family as experts,

Status
(DFCS to complete)
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OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

identifying “circles of support”
for each family, team building,
clear communication about the
differences between danger
and harm, and clarifying risks
for children between those
complicating factors within a
family. These components
have been rolled out through
series of trainings, utilization
of tools to assist clear
communication, the increased
focus on cultural humility, and
the roll out of reflective
supervision, coaching and
mentoring to support social
worker’s communication and
work with families. These
things are expected to
improve consistency in
decision making and increase
communication between
families and social workers.
This should also help in the
complexities of
communication, as often times
many of the families we are
working with are struggling
with multiple issues which may
14
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Request of CSFC Chairperson Chavez: "Item 7, this is the ombudsman report… very thoughtful report. What I would like get at a future meeting, and I would like the staff to come
back with the appropriate time…is the status of the implementation of all recommendations made for the last three years in the last three reports – where the staff agreed or
partially agreed, and where they did not agree, the status, if any, of those issues as compared to last report that was made."

OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

Placement “While the report
period has realized a drop in
placement concerns, visitors
allege that DFCS placement
protocols are flawed. What
may represent a more
accurate reflection of the
ombudsperson identified
trend, if not the visitor specific
allegation on any specific
case, is the issue of how
information is shared and
messaged by the Agency”

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

Social Worker Behavior “…
greater efforts are needed in
regards to communication and
placement processes (see
ombuds person semiannual
report for August 17, 2011).
Given the prominent role of
placement concerns, DFCS is
advised to publish, in a single
source, a document that
attempts to articulate
placement policies and
guiding principles… allinclusive document discussing
the absolutes (regulation, law,
protocol)

DFCS Response

further complicate a social
worker’s ability to convey
messages. The Department is
committed to continuing to
improve communication and
the use of the social worker as
a tool to aid families in
successful reunification.”
Placement and Adoption
The current report indicates
challenges in placement
decisions and messaging
around
placement/permanency needs
that suggests possible bias in
decision making. The report
recommends the Department
publish a set of guidelines or
protocols to explain how
decisions are made. The
Department does have agency
policies and procedures
regarding the placement
process and is committed to
ensuring transparency and
clarity to the process to the
extent possible. However,
these decisions are often
times very complex with

Status
(DFCS to complete)

Status: Pending.
Action: The policies and
procedures relating to
communication and placement
processes are available on the
DFCS Online Policies and
Procedures (OPP), Handbook
6. Given that these processes
are comprehensive, the DFCS
is currently working on
developing a methodology to
consolidate the information in
a single all-inclusive
document.
Timeline: The DFCS
anticipates completing this
document by July 2017.
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OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

competing priorities and
sometimes “gray areas” that
may involve more subjectivity
in decision making. In
addition, the Department
acknowledges that the
information regarding
placement decisions is
contained or parceled in
different sections within the
On Line Policies and
Procedures (OPP) Handbook.
This is an area the
Department has noted for
restructuring of the documents
in the Online Policy and
Procedures Manual to
categorize information in a
more user friendly format.
These placement procedures
are also contained in a Foster
Parent Handbook provided to
foster parents and provided in
the in- service training for
those becoming licensed as
foster parents.
The Department does follow a
set of guiding principles and
practices, and also utilizes
16
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Request of CSFC Chairperson Chavez: "Item 7, this is the ombudsman report… very thoughtful report. What I would like get at a future meeting, and I would like the staff to come
back with the appropriate time…is the status of the implementation of all recommendations made for the last three years in the last three reports – where the staff agreed or
partially agreed, and where they did not agree, the status, if any, of those issues as compared to last report that was made."

OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

DFCS Response

Language/Identity
“Significant Departmental
resources are being invested

team decision making
meetings for most placement
decisions, honoring the
family’s voice about the best
options for themselves.
However, it would be useful to
review how we message and
communicate DFCS policies
and procedures regarding
placement and permanency.
Therefore, we agree that the
Department should re-look at
current policies, procedures,
and written training materials
to develop an integrated,
simplified placement and
concurrency document that
helps illustrate the process,
decision making factors, and
principles that guide
placement decisions. The
Department will also look at
where these messages are
delivered to improve
consistency in practice and in
communication.
“This fact, that proportionality
Language and Identity “The
issues are hyper-salient during Department notes the low
the report period, juxtaposed
trend in visitors for ‘language

Status
(DFCS to complete)

Status: Ongoing.
Action: The DFCS recognizes
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partially agreed, and where they did not agree, the status, if any, of those issues as compared to last report that was made."

OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

in the discussion and
resolution of disproportionality
and overrepresentation of
children of color and the
juvenile dependency system.
But, somewhat anomalously,
specific visitor complaints that
explicitly speculate that the
reason for the perceived
maltreatment lies in identity,
including: ethnicity, race,
class, culture, or another
legally protected category, are
low.

to the relative few specific
cases alleging discrimination,
clearly needs further
Departmental and
ombudsperson review.” Two
initial possibilities exists
involving this phenomenon: (1)
The first lies in the premise
that culture and identity issues
are being addressed on a
political level; e.g., La Raza
Roundtable has engaged with
the County and the
Department through the
Harvard Consensus Building
Process, and the African
American community has
interfaced through the Black
Leadership Kitchen Cabinet,
inter alia. Additionally, the
System Improvement Plan
(SIP), and the California
Partners for Permanency
(CAPP) are each initiatives
aimed to address issues of
disparity and
overrepresentation on a
programmatic level. Therefore,
persons with specific interests

and identity’ concerns,”
especially given the
disproportionate numbers of
Latino and African Ancestry
families represented in the
Child Welfare System. This
number may be impacted by
the fact that Social Services
Agency, Equal Opportunity
Office handles issues and
concerns that may arise with
regard to civil rights violations,
discrimination complaints and
complaints having to do with
one’s language or ethnicity.”

that disproportionality begins
at the time of referral, which is
prior to the involvement of the
Department. In order to
address this, the DFCS is
looking to partner with School
Linked Services to identify and
provide services to prevent
entry into the child welfare
system. The DFCS has also
initiated a Cultural Brokers
Program to improve
communication and
understanding with families of
color. The DFCS also
continues to emphasize the
hiring of ethnic, cultural, and
language diverse workforce to
ensure that staff are able to
provide culturally sensitive
service to families.
Timeline: Ongoing.
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OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

in these issues may be more
inclined to advocate (on this
particular issue), in
conjunction with a recognized
organization devoted to such
relief; (2) There likewise exists
the prospect that since the
Social Services Agency has
an Equal Opportunity Civil
Rights Office, whose purpose
is to address claims of
discrimination, and that the
OPP directs claims of this
nature to be addressed by
such a mechanism, that
parties do just that. See, e.g.,
www.sccgov.org/ssa/opp2/20_
specialinfo/20-5.html.”
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OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

Informed Consent On
occasion, a parent
approaches DFCS with a
desire to “surrender” their
child. Strictly speaking, these
cases constitute abandonment
by a parent of their child.
Notwithstanding this, many of
these parents subsequently
raise complaints against the
Agency, criticizing everything
from medical or mental health
care, to educational needs, to
placement decisions rightly
made by DFCS in the care of
the child’s needs. In other
words, while the parent has
manifested their own inability
to care for their child, many
openly complain about how
DFCS implements the care of
that same child.

“The ombudsperson
recommends DFCS consider
the creation of an ‘informed
consent’ handout, which would
explicitly inform the parent
about the likely consequences
of having a child removed
based on the aforedescribed
circumstances.”

Status: Resolved.

DFCS Online Handbook of
Policies and Procedures

“The JWOO will work with
DFCS to identify those OPPs

“The Department is in the
process of updating
information provided to
parents regarding cases of
“safely surrendered” infants.
These have become rare
instances over the last couple
of years, Currently the
Department receives less than
a dozen cases per year. With
regard to the JWOO’s report
for informed consent, the
Department currently follows
the law regarding informed
consent and the involvement
of the Juvenile Dependency
Court. The parent continues to
have all rights in place until
the Court terminates a
parent’s rights; there is no
informed consent that the
Department can put in place to
remove these rights. A
clarification of procedures
regarding this process should
be completed by the end of
the fiscal year.”
“The Department is in the
process of updating its policies

Action: The DFCS has no
contact with the surrendering
person at initial stage of
surrender because the
parents’ identity is
anonymous. In cases of
relinquishment, the DFCS
currently follows the law and
its involvement happens once
the relinquishment has taken
place. A clarification of
procedures regarding this
process was completed on
May 2014.
Timeline: N/A.

Status: Ongoing.
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DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

DFCS is aware of the need to
update its online policies and
procedures, which are publicly
visible, as updates are applied
and changes are made. Due
to the public nature of the
document, clients wishing to
access information regarding
DFCS operations will often
look to the document, which
they come to rely on, given the
fact that it is published. When
the OPPS do not reflect
current practice standards or
protocols, however, clients are
left in a state of broken trust,
wondering whether to believe
the social worker, or the online
document.

that need updating on a
priority basis, which may
implicate significant shifts in
policy or practice, rather than
simple logistics or optics.”

and procedures. Due to staff
reductions and turnover, there
has not been adequate
resources to keep up with all
of the changes in procedures
over the last year. The
Department has made all the
legislative changes for 2013
and has made note of and
prioritized all procedural
changes remaining to be
updated. There is staff
currently in place and the
Department has made this a
priority. It is anticipated that
procedures will be updated as
needed by the end of the
fiscal year.”

Action: The DFCS continually
updates its Online Policies
and Procedures (OPP)
handbook. The JWOO is also
able to contact the OPP Social
Work Supervisors directly
regarding any questions
regarding Policies and
Procedures or to identify areas
that need to be updated or
clarified. Additional
responsibilities absorbed by
the three OPP Social Work
Supervisors have made it
challenging. However, the
Department continues to make
this a priority.

Copies of Voluntary
Agreements to Parents

“Some parent visitors report
No comment made
that they are not routinely
receiving copies of voluntary
family maintenance or
voluntary family reunification
agreements. DFCS has been
apprised of the report, and has
indicated it will follow up.”

Timeline: Ongoing.
Status: Resolved.
Action: It is the DFCS’ policy
for parents to receive copies
of the Voluntary Family
Maintenance Agreements
(VMF). VFM Supervisors will
review the policy with their
staff. This is also true for
Voluntary Family reunification
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Status
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agreements
Timeline: Policy review with
staff will be completed by
December 31, 2016.
Social Worker Business
Cards

“…some workers were briefly
without business cards due to
a migration of the DFCS
phone system…DFCS affirms
that client contact is an
important issue, and has
initiated corrective measures.”

No comment made

Status: Resolved.
Action: The DFCS provides
business cards to all Social
Work staff. Social Workers
are encouraged to provide
cards to everyone with whom
they engage.
The DFCS will put out a
memorandum to remind staff
to use their business card.
Timeline: The memo will be
published and sent to staff by
January 1, 2017.

Child Abuse and Neglect
Hotline Quality Control
Callers to the (CANC) hotline,
have indicated several
difficulties with the phone
system, including: (1) client
required to select default
language to English by using
touchtone, rather than English

In addition to those corrective
measures already executed,
the JWOO recommends that
routine quality control
practices be established,
whereby DFCS staff make
calls to the CANC themselves,
to ensure system efficiency
and operation. DFCS currently

The Department does have
procedures in place and
regularly monitors the hotline
calls. There is currently a new
manager hired to monitor the
CAN Center and a review of
these procedures will take
place and any improvements
will be noted. Issues of

Status: Ongoing.
Action: On November 9,
2015, the Social Services
Agency (SSA) created a CAN
Center Task Force. The task
force supports the evaluation
and monitoring of the progress
toward the goal of answering
100% of CAN Center calls.
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Action(s) Related to both
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Information

DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

being the automatic default (a
cultural normative issue); (2)
long hold times of more than 5
minutes; (3) abruptly
disconnected phone calls,
requiring client to place
second or third call to report
abuse and neglect; and, (4) a
sometimes defective voicemail
system.
DFCS indicated an awareness
of several of these
components during
discussions with the ombuds,
and noted that many of the
difficulties were associated
with the phone directory and
routing switch that took place
in the fall of 2012.

does not have an established
protocol for ensuring the
absence of glitches within its
call center system.

concern raised by the JWOO
report were mainly due to
changes in the phone system
upgrades that took place in
2012.

The SSA has dedicated
resources and established
ongoing meetings to business
processes as well as staff
hiring and retention.

Review of Child Medication
Procedures

“The JWOO is currently
developing a discussion item
for inclusion in its next semiannual report, pertaining to the
dispensation of over the
counter medications to
children who reside in group
homes.”

The DFCS submits a monthly
CAN Center report to the
Finance and Government
Operations Committee
(FGOC), as well as a weekly
dashboard to the Board of
Supervisors, to apprise them
of the CAN Center’s call
performance.
Timeline: Efforts to improve
the CAN Center’s call
performance and processes
continue to be an ongoing
effort.
“The issues of concern raised
regarding medication appear
to be isolated circumstances.
However, the Department is
cognizant of the JWOO’s
concerns and is assessing if
this is a systemic issue or just
an isolated incident. The
Department has procedures in

Status: Ongoing.
Action: The Public Health
Department agreed to assume
the responsibility of monitoring
OTC medication related to
foster youth.
Timeline: The DFCS provides
the necessary support to
23
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Semi-Annual March 2013 Report

Request of CSFC Chairperson Chavez: "Item 7, this is the ombudsman report… very thoughtful report. What I would like get at a future meeting, and I would like the staff to come
back with the appropriate time…is the status of the implementation of all recommendations made for the last three years in the last three reports – where the staff agreed or
partially agreed, and where they did not agree, the status, if any, of those issues as compared to last report that was made."

OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

Placement “…visitors allege
that DFCS placement
protocols are flawed. Amongst
the concerns: (1) the lack of a
cogent identifiable matching
process routinely applied; (2)
special needs and medically
fragile children placed in
homes not sufficiently qualified
to provide the full spectrum of
care needed to meet the
child’s comprehensive needs;
(3) inadequate checks on
social worker discretion,
coupled with the prospect for
retaliation or bias by the social
worker when making
placement recommendations.”

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

“DFCS is advised to make
placement review a top
agency priority given the
700% increase in this
complaint category since
2010, from just 3% of overall
case complaints, to 21% of
overall case complaints within
that 3-year span.”

DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

place for the documentation
and tracking psychotropic
medications and the
documentation of over the
counter medications for all
children and youth.”
No comment made

Public Health on this effort.

Status: Ongoing.
Action: Placement of children
in out-of-home care is a
complicated matter and the
DFCS follows the law, which
requires that relative and nonrelative extended family
member be given priority in
placement. However, many
factors can impact whether
such placements occur. In
some instances, the
relatives/NREFM have
criminal backgrounds that
cannot be waived; in some
instances, they do not have
sufficient room to
accommodate the child(ren).
In other instances, they may
be unwilling to commit to the
child for permanency
purposes, or they may not be
24
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Semi-Annual March 2013 Report

Request of CSFC Chairperson Chavez: "Item 7, this is the ombudsman report… very thoughtful report. What I would like get at a future meeting, and I would like the staff to come
back with the appropriate time…is the status of the implementation of all recommendations made for the last three years in the last three reports – where the staff agreed or
partially agreed, and where they did not agree, the status, if any, of those issues as compared to last report that was made."

OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

able to meet the child’s special
emotional, behavioral or
mental health need, or they
may reside in another county
or State; or they may be
unaware of the child’s
circumstances until late in the
process.
For foster parents, there may
be challenges resulting from
bonding and attachment to the
child and disappointment from
the child reunifying with a
parent or being placed with a
relative. Placement decisions
are subject to the specific
circumstances of each case,
but are subject to Court
approval. As a result, there is
no formula or policy that can
eliminate or minimize conflicts
regarding placement
decisions. The DFCS is one of
the counties involved in the
Quality Parenting Imitative
(QPI), which is designed to
improve the quality and
consistency of parenting
25
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Semi-Annual March 2013 Report

Request of CSFC Chairperson Chavez: "Item 7, this is the ombudsman report… very thoughtful report. What I would like get at a future meeting, and I would like the staff to come
back with the appropriate time…is the status of the implementation of all recommendations made for the last three years in the last three reports – where the staff agreed or
partially agreed, and where they did not agree, the status, if any, of those issues as compared to last report that was made."

OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

provided by substitute care
provided In addition, the
DFCS is part of the Resource
Family Approval (RFA)
process, which ensures
consistency in the training and
support for both
relative/NREFM homes and
recruited care homes.
Having said that, the Child and
Family Practice Model, use of
Safety Organized Practice and
Structured Decision Making
tools should help to better
engage families and build in
greater consistency in the
placement decision making
processes.
Group Homes The DFCS
mechanism for reviewing
these complaints has
traditionally been to utilize the
Child Abuse and Neglect
Center (CANC) to refer the
matter to licensing for potential
intervention.

“Due to the increase in these
No comment made
types of cases, coupled with
the anecdotal nature of the
types of complaints leveled
within the category, which
tend to be serious matters, the
JWOO recommends DFCS
review its placement discretion
with group homes that have

Timeline: Ongoing.
Status: Ongoing.
Action: Repeated complaints
regarding group homes are
investigated by the California
Community Care Licensing
(CCL) and the DFCS takes all
of the complaints seriously. If
CCL finds that a complaint is
valid, the group home is
26
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Semi-Annual March 2013 Report

Request of CSFC Chairperson Chavez: "Item 7, this is the ombudsman report… very thoughtful report. What I would like get at a future meeting, and I would like the staff to come
back with the appropriate time…is the status of the implementation of all recommendations made for the last three years in the last three reports – where the staff agreed or
partially agreed, and where they did not agree, the status, if any, of those issues as compared to last report that was made."

OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

DFCS Response

repeated and/or serious
allegations tendered against
them, treating placement
discretion vis-à-vis group
homes similarly to the
discretion utilized with foster
parent homes, where broad
discretion is widely practiced,
and do not place protocols are
sometimes established with
reference to a foster home’s
suitability for subsequent
placements.”

Service Plan
Complaints regarding the
service plan are most
commonly characterized by
the visitor as: (1) being
unclear as to service plan

“Social workers are
encouraged to have pragmatic
and compassionate
conversations with individuals,
particularly in those cases
where information may be

Status
(DFCS to complete)

required to have a Corrective
Action Plan (CAP) to correct
the issues. Depending on the
nature and frequency of such
complaints, the DFCS has
chosen to not place children in
certain group homes.
With the implementation of
Continuum of Care Reform
(CCR), all counties are
required to move away from
long term group home
placements; instead, there will
be Sort Term Residential
Treatment Programs (STRTP)
which will include therapy,
transition services to lower
level placements, and in-home
supportive services. Extensive
training for staff of STRTP will
be required.
No comment made

Timeline: Ongoing.
Status: Ongoing.
Action: The DFCS has
implemented the CFPM, which
is focused on improving
engagement, communication
and involvement of children
27
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Request of CSFC Chairperson Chavez: "Item 7, this is the ombudsman report… very thoughtful report. What I would like get at a future meeting, and I would like the staff to come
back with the appropriate time…is the status of the implementation of all recommendations made for the last three years in the last three reports – where the staff agreed or
partially agreed, and where they did not agree, the status, if any, of those issues as compared to last report that was made."

OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

components (this typically
would be characterized by the
ombudsperson as a
communication issue; and (2)
that the client perceives that
s/he has “completed” the
necessary elements of the
service plan, but that the
social worker is nonetheless
recommending nonreunification. As a point of
fact, both of these complaints
are likewise considered
communication deficiencies.

difficult to receive from the
client’s perspective, such as
when the worker’s
recommendation is inclined
toward non-reunification.”

Demographic Trending The
issues of disproportionality
and overrepresentation were
addressed by the ombuds in
its spring 2006 report, which
stated, “[…] the ethnic makeup
of visitors to the ombuds is
growing categorically along
the lines of traditionally
overrepresented but under-

“The ombuds recommends
further DFCS inquiry into
complaints identified as
associated with ethnic
demographics. DFCS is
currently utilizing several
mechanisms to engage these
issues, including the System
Improvement Plan (SIP)
process, and the California

DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

and families in the decision
making process in child
welfare. CFPM also utilizes
Safety Organized Practice,
which includes a variety of tool
geared towards identifying
harm and danger, safety
issues, and behaviorally
specific actions and behaviors.
As staff become more familiar
with CFPM and SOP, the
expectation is that service
plans will be increasingly
behaviorally specific and that
“courageous conversations”
will occur with all children and
families.
No comment made

Timeline: Ongoing.
Status: Ongoing.
Action: The DFCS is aware
that disproportionality begins
at the point of referral, prior to
involvement with the child
welfare system (CWS). As a
result, the DFCS has
continued to involve the
African Ancestry, Latino and
Asian and Pacific Islander
28
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Request of CSFC Chairperson Chavez: "Item 7, this is the ombudsman report… very thoughtful report. What I would like get at a future meeting, and I would like the staff to come
back with the appropriate time…is the status of the implementation of all recommendations made for the last three years in the last three reports – where the staff agreed or
partially agreed, and where they did not agree, the status, if any, of those issues as compared to last report that was made."

OMB Formal “Discussion
Items”

OMB Supplemental
Recommendations &
Observations in Report
Body

OMB Recommended
Action(s) Related to both
Formal and Supplemental
Information

heard […] groups. Specifically,
voices within the Latino,
Asian, and African American
communities have been
relatively absent from
comment to the [JWOO], but
have shown growing strength
across the last three report
periods.”

Partners for Permanence
(CAPP) initiative. The JWOO
has added tracking
mechanisms to its
methodology that mirror the
categories associated with
CAPP in order to assist DFCS
with understanding which
components represent the
most difficult and/or
complained about social
worker behaviors.”

DFCS Response

Status
(DFCS to complete)

communities in the SIP,
County Self-Assessment
process and Title IV-E Waiver
Project. The DFCS continues
to utilize strategies, such as
working with School Linked
Services (SLS) to begin
leveraging services,
developing a Cultural Brokers’
Program, training for
Mandated Reporters,
increasing Differential
Response (DR), and
implementing the CFPM,
SOP, and SDM to develop
great consistency in
engagement and decision
making across groups.
In addition, the DFCS
continues to recruit and
aggressively hire ethnically
and culturally diverse staff
who can communicate in the
languages that our children
and families are most
comfortable communicating in.
Timeline: Ongoing.
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Topics
 Status and Discussion Items/Recommendations
2015 Annual Report
Fiscal Year (FY) 2014 Mid-Year Snapshot
2013 Semi-Annual
Semi Annual Report (October 2013)
2013 Semi-Annual Report (March 2013)
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2015 Annual Report
RESOLVED

ONGOING

Dependency Court
Mediators

Visitor Demographic
Profiles

Defining “Unforeseen
Unforeseen
Circumstances” Related
to Visitation
Rescheduling

Child and Family Practice
Model Practice Behaviors

PENDING
Visitation Supervision,
Social Worker’s (SW’s)
Assessment of Visitation

Relative
R
l ti
Pl
Placementt att
Time of Removal
Group Homes
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FY 2014 Mid-Year
Mid Year Snapshot
RESOLVED

ONGOING

PENDING

Visitor Demographic
Profiles
Case Demographic
Profiles
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2013 Semi-Annual
Semi Annual Report (October 2013)
RESOLVED

ONGOING
Group Home
Dispensation of
Nonprescription
Medication

PENDING
Placement

Child Placement Distance
to Parent in Reunification
Efforts
Data Collection in
Support of California
Partners for Permanency
Initiative
Language/Identity

5.c
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2013 Semi-Annual
Semi Annual Report (March 2013)
RESOLVED

ONGOING

Informed Consent

DFCS Online Handbook
of Policies and
Procedures

Copies of Voluntary
Agreements to Parents

Child Abuse and Neglect
Hotline Quality Control

Social Worker Business
Cards

Review of Child
Medication Procedures

PENDING
Placement

Group Homes
Service Plan
Demographic Trending

5.c
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County of Santa Clara
Office of the County Executive

84173

DATE:

January 11, 2017

TO:

Children, Seniors, and Families Committee

FROM:

Arcel V. Blume, Director of the Office of Cultural Competency
John P. Mills, Deputy County Executive

SUBJECT: Cross Systems Child/Youth Safety and Well-Being Report
RECOMMENDED ACTION
Study session: Receive report from the Office of Cultural Competency, Probation
Department, and Social Services Agency relating to cross-systems child/youth safety and
well-being reporting.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
There is no fiscal impact associated with this report.
CONTRACT HISTORY
There is no contract history associated with this report.
REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION
A request was made at the March 10, 2016 Children, Seniors, and Families Committee
(CSFC) meeting to identify the critical process and outcome indicators that will lead to
positive change for families and children in the child welfare system.
On September 21, 2016, the Office of Cultural Competency, Social Services
Agency/Department of Family and Children’s Services and Probation Department presented
a proposal to CSFC to re-develop the reporting on child/youth safety and well-being. The
CSFC is considering this proposal and had requested a more in-depth study session
presentation.
CHILD IMPACT
The recommended action will have a positive impact on the Every Child Safe, Safe and
Stable Families, and Juvenile Arrest Rates indicators by informing the CSFC of a work plan
to develop a robust joint child welfare and disproportionality reporting framework that will
inform and guide policy makers on factors that contribute to safety, well-being, and
disproportionality in the child welfare and juvenile justice systems.
Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Ken Yeager, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
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SENIOR IMPACT
The recommended action will have no/neutral impact on seniors.
SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
The recommended action will have no/neutral sustainability implications.
BACKGROUND
At the September 21, 2016 Children, Seniors and Families’ Committee (CSFC) meeting, the
Office of Cultural Competency (OCC), the Probation Department, and the Social Services
Agency/Department of Family and Children Services (SSA/DFCS) presented a proposed
framework for a new combined report titled “A Cross-System Coordinated Report on Key
Efforts to Support Child Safety and Well-Being” that will identify cross-cutting goals and
initiatives that are addressing disproportionality in the child welfare and juvenile justice
systems. The team recommended combining the:
 System Improvement Plan Report (quarterly),
 Status on Disproportionality Report (quarterly), and
 Title IV-E Child Well-Being Report (annual)
The rationale for this combined report is to present information more holistically by
providing a thematic presentation of four key initiatives that present best opportunities for
collectively impacting disproportionality. These four initiatives are:
1. The Title IV-E Well-Being Project (SSA/DFCS & Probation)
2. Full Implementation of the Child and Family Practice Model (CFPM; SSA/DFCS)
3. Strategic efforts to address disproportionality at system entry (OCC, SSA/DFCS, &
Probation)
4. Child and Youth Safety and Well-Being State and Federal indicators (DFCS &
Probation)
The main purpose of the re-envisioned report submitted to CSFC is to bring attention to key
programmatic efforts and processes that are critical to child, youth, and family safety and
family well-being. The degree to which families experience the main tenets of the CFPM,
such as feeling respected by and connected with their social worker, is one area that needs
this level of concentrated attention.
Further, this report will be augmented by optional sections that include system moderators
which will provide an opportunity to explain how the organization and leadership support the
aforementioned efforts, as well as present challenges to full implementation. This report may
also include discussions on emerging topics and programs, including the Continuum of Care
Reform legislation and implementation of the Structured Decision-Making (SDM) tool that
has replaced the Comprehensive Assessment Tool (CAT).
The first report will be presented in March 2017, and the recommended reporting schedule is
semi-annual, with reports being submitted in March and September of each year.
Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Ken Yeager, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: January 11, 2017
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Semi-annual reporting is recommended for three reasons:
1. As we are taking a data-driven approach, changes are difficult to interpret over shorter
time frames, particularly when trying to understand data in the context of complex
systems and reaching consensus with various system partners on the meaning of these
relationships and identifying next steps.
2. Cross-system reporting requires sufficient time to devote to program visioning,
modifications, and adaptations; implementation; report writing; and integrated team
revision of the final report. There are three primary considerations needed to
effectively produce a cross-system coordinated report:
o Partners’ systems are complex with hundreds of decision points. Presently, with
the technical assistance of Chapin Hall, DFCS is embarking on creating a
comprehensive process map of the hundreds of decision points that clients and
social workers experience. This mapping process helps highlight the complexity
of the child welfare system and will help identify the various parallel moving
parts and how and where they align, as well as questions about which decisions
or clusters matter to child safety and well-being and which are superfluous. This
may lead to streamlining or further programmatic adaptations needed as part of
continuous quality improvement efforts.
o Partners need time to come together to create a unifying vision based on
assessment of the effects programming and policy may have on outcomes,
troubleshooting and brainstorming through challenges, and learning how all
factors synergistically come together within and across systems.
o There are many other feedback loops with other partners or contracted service
providers that need to be supported and sufficient time must be given in order to
understand the effects of decisions or to identify further improvement
opportunities. A non-exhaustive list of these partnerships include: SchoolLinked Services, Public Health Department, Differential Response, Cultural
Brokers, Neighborhood Safety Unit, Parent Hub at ConXion to Community, and
South County Parent Mentor Program.
3. A cross-system coordinated report is a developmental process that takes time to
produce a meaningful analytic report. This process requires system partners to
o Identify the key elements of the report within the framework defined in the logic
model, and
o Devote time to having conversations to reflect on the data and using data to
inform program design and refinements, as appropriate, as well as how this
process supports the learning experience of staff in efforts to achieve better
outcomes for children and families.
Through continuous dialoguing and tracking of key efforts and initiatives, this new report
will ensure that critical practices and their correlated outcomes are not lost. This will ensure
Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Ken Yeager, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: January 11, 2017
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that we can share and understand our successes, challenges, and how these inform outcome
goals. The thematic approach will also highlight how key initiatives align synergistically
with the goals and strategies detailed in the System Improvement Plan (SIP) for 2013-2018,
and how this will inform development of goals and strategies for the next SIP five year cycle.
It is important to note that the Title IV-E Well-Being Project Financial Reporting will
continue to be an annual report that will be included as an addendum to the main report.
CONSEQUENCES OF NEGATIVE ACTION
A consequence of negative action will result in the CSFC not receiving this study session
presentation.
STEPS FOLLOWING APPROVAL
The Clerk of the Board of Supervisors will follow the usual procedures for a report of this
type.
LINKS:
 Linked To: 82864 : Receive report from the Office of the County Executive, Social
Services Agency and Probation Department relating to the proposed structure of
reports to CSFC regarding child and youth safety and well-being.
ATTACHMENTS:
 CrossSystems ChildYouth Safety and WellBeing New Report Presentation (PPTX)

Board of Supervisors: Mike Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Ken Yeager, S. Joseph Simitian
County Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith
Agenda Date: January 11, 2017
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A Cross-system Coordinated Report
on Key Efforts to Support Child
Safety and Well-being
Department of Family and Children’s Services,
Probation Department, and Office of Cultural Competency

Attachment: CrossSystems ChildYouth Safety and WellBeing New Report Presentation (84173 : Cross
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Santa Clara County Office of Cultural Competency

CSFC Study Session
December 2016

InterCultural
Competency
Advisory
Council
Promoting a community where cultural understanding
equality are shared values

&
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OUTLINE
o Why bridge key initiatives?
o What was developed? (logic model)
o What specific components will guide reporting to CSFC?
o How and When will we communicate progress to CSFC?

CSFC Study Session
December 2016
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Why Bridge Key Initiatives (with a Focus on DFCS)?
o Need a cross-system coordinated report that highlights
a) Efforts, particularly in DFCS, that lead to key outcome goals
b) Cross-system partnerships

o Need a report that continues dialogue around and tracking of key initiatives so that
a)
b)
c)

Focus and support is not lost on key efforts believed to be critical to safety and well-being of
children, youth, and families
We learn which processes need organizational support, which work, and which are not needed
We share and understand our successes, challenges, and how these inform outcome goals

CSFC Study Session
December 2016
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What was developed?
o A logic model that bridges key initiatives across DFCS and Probation, as appropriate

CSFC Study Session
December 2016
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A Cross-System Coordinated Report on Key Efforts to Support Child Safety and Well-Being: Proposal to CSFC

Attachment: CrossSystems ChildYouth Safety and WellBeing New Report Presentation (84173 : Cross
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Draft 08/17/2016

The following presents a vision for structuring reporting to CSFC on cross-cutting and key child welfare and juvenile justice goals. Elements critical to active family and youth engagement, child safety,
and well-being were selected to guide the report where various initiatives are bridged. Progress on Process Goals are discussed in the report, as well as system moderators that may serve to support
or present as an obstacle. State, Federal, and other programmatic indicators of relevance are included in the report; marked changes are referenced in the body of the report, as appropriate.
Initiatives and Strategies

Key Areas of Focus

Well-Being Project (Title IV-E Waiver)

COMMUNITY PREVENTION AND
EARLY SYSTEM DIVERSION

Child Welfare: Safety Organized Practice
Probation: Wraparound
Flexible funding to support families

Child and Family Practice Model
Including Safety Organized
Practice Tools

Strategic Efforts to Reduce
Disproportionality at System Entry
A Partnership across
DFCS, Probation, and OCC

System Improvement Plan

Strategic Five-year Planning Document
directed by the State

Continuum of Care Reform (new)
New State legislation that reforms
congregate care limits

CHILD AND FAMILY
PRACTICE MODEL (CFPM)
Exploration and Family
Engagement: exploration with
family and family’s perspective
is central
Power of Family: supports
family’s self-advocacy and
speaks out for the family
Circle of Support: engages the
family’s support system and
supports shared commitment
and accountability
Healing Trauma: community
partnerships and supports use
of culturally sensitive services
DISPROPORTIONALITY AT
SYSTEM ENTRY

Process Goals
PREVENT AND DIVERT
Engage other system partners to support
families’ wellbeing:
o Well-Being Strategies
ACTIVE AND ONGOING IMPLEMENTATION
AND SUPPORT OF CFPM
• CFPM Practice Fidelity
• Supervisors Coach and Support Staff
• Well-Being Survey (Family Voice)
COMPLETE SAFETY ASSESSMENTS
Tools (e.g., Structured Decision-Making) are
completed at each decision point.
o Hot Line Assessments
o Safety Assessments
o Family Risk and Re-assessments
o Reunification Re-assessment
STRATEGIC EFFORTS TO REDUCE
DISPROPORTIONALITY AT SYSTEM ENTRY
• Cross-system and community collaboration
• Partnership with School Linked Services
• Active Communication Mechanism with
parents and youth to develop strategies
together

Intermediate Goals

Outcome Goals

• Reduce open cases at entry

•Children are Safe with their
Primary Caregivers
•Children are Safe while in
Foster Care
•Children are Reunified with
their families
•Children do not Re-enter
Foster Care
•When in foster care,
children have stability in
their placements (relative
and family homes
preferred)
•Disproportionality for
Latino and African Ancestry
children at point of referral
is reduced
•Youths referred to tobacco
services instead of citation
•Fewer arrests for resisting
and obstructing arrest
•Fewer citations for
misdemeanors and
infractions (all violations)

• Reduce foster care entries
• Increase relative
placements
• Reduce group home
placements

FAMILY VOICE
«Families experience
positive connections with
their social workers.
«Families experience being
heard.
«Families experience active
involvement in their case
plans.

CSFC Study Session
December 2016

Emerging Topics or Programs

SYSTEM MODERATORS — Organizational, Leadership, and Competency Drivers — Staffing — Alignment with the Court System — Continuum of Care Reform
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Initiatives and Strategies
Well-Being Project (Title IV-E Waiver)
Child Welfare: Safety Organized Practice
Probation: Wraparound
Flexible funding to support families

o The proposed report combines three reports:
1) The Well-Being (Title IV-E Waiver)
2) The SIP Report
3) The Status on Disproportionality

Child and Family Practice Model
Including Safety Organized
Practice Tools

Strategic Efforts to Reduce
Disproportionality at System Entry
A Partnership across
DFCS, Probation, and OCC

o These reports all focus on child safety and well-being with a focus on
reducing disproportionate outcomes for children of color
o The new name of the report: A Cross-system Coordinated Report

on Key Efforts to Support Child Safety and Well-being

System Improvement Plan

Strategic Five-year Planning Document
directed by the State

Continuum of Care Reform (new)
New State legislation that reforms
congregate care limits

o The logic model also acknowledges that Continuum of Care Reform
may be a strategy that may need to get integrated into this report, or
may impact the success of some efforts and outcomes
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6.a

Key Areas of Focus
COMMUNITY PREVENTION AND
EARLY SYSTEM DIVERSION
CHILD AND FAMILY
PRACTICE MODEL (CFPM)
Exploration and Family
Engagement: exploration with
family and family’s perspective
is central
Power of Family: supports
family’s self-advocacy and
speaks out for the family
Circle of Support: engages the
family’s support system and
supports shared commitment
and accountability
Healing Trauma: community
partnerships and supports use
of culturally sensitive services

o The report aims to bring continuous attention to efforts
believed
a) Critical to achieving outcome goals
b) Strong examples among various cross-system or internal
efforts (e.g., SIP was made up of over 50 strategies)
o The proposed report tracks strategies that represent
a) The front-end --- Prevention and Early System Diversion
b) The crux of best practice social work --- the Child and
Family Practice Model
c) Efforts to reduce disproportionality --- a focused approach
on reducing disproportionality at system entry

DISPROPORTIONALITY AT
SYSTEM ENTRY
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6.a

Process Goals
PREVENT AND DIVERT
Engage other system partners to support
families’ wellbeing:
o Well-Being Strategies
ACTIVE AND ONGOING IMPLEMENTATION
AND SUPPORT OF CFPM
• CFPM Practice Fidelity
• Supervisors Coach and Support Staff
• Well-Being Survey (Family Voice)

o At the crux of the proposed recommendation for a crosssystem and cross-initiative report is the goal of unpacking key
efforts believed to be critical to child, youth, and family safety
and well-being

COMPLETE SAFETY ASSESSMENTS
Tools (e.g., Structured Decision-Making) are
completed at each decision point.
o Hot Line Assessments
o Safety Assessments
o Family Risk and Re-assessments
o Reunification Re-assessment
STRATEGIC EFFORTS TO REDUCE
DISPROPORTIONALITY AT SYSTEM ENTRY
• Cross-system and community collaboration
• Partnership with School Linked Services
• Active Communication Mechanism with
parents and youth to develop strategies
together
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6.a

Intermediate Goals
• Reduce open cases at entry
• Reduce foster care entries
• Increase relative
placements

o By unpacking key efforts and tracking their full implementation
and the organizational supports and challenges, there will be
better understanding of how degree of implementation
correlates with the intermediate outcome goals.

• Reduce group home
placements

FAMILY VOICE
«Families experience
positive connections with
their social workers.
«Families experience being
heard.
«Families experience active
involvement in their case
plans.
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Outcome Goals
•Children are Safe with their
Primary Caregivers
•Children are Safe while in
Foster Care
•Children are Reunified with
their families
•Children do not Re-enter
Foster Care
•When in foster care,
children have stability in
their placements (relative
and family homes
preferred)
•Disproportionality for
Latino and African Ancestry
children at point of referral
is reduced
•Youths referred to tobacco
services instead of citation
•Fewer arrests for resisting
and obstructing arrest
•Fewer citations for
misdemeanors and
infractions (all violations)

o The same is true for linkages to longer-term outcome goals
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6.a

What Specific Components will Guide Reporting to CSFC?
o Four Key Areas of Focus guide the report:
1) Community Prevention and Early System Diversion
v These refer to Title IV-E strategies – expanding
social workers’ toolkit to bridge family needs when
concrete needs are easily ameliorated and
partnership with community and School Linked
Services connections can support families in need
before a referral to child welfare needs to be made
v For the Probation Department, these refer to
Wraparound services expanded to serve some nonadjudicated youth to keep them at home and may
include efforts to enhance community capacity by
supporting healing circles among high-risk youth.

Process Goals
PREVENT AND DIVERT
Engage other system partners to support
families’ wellbeing:
o Well-Being Strategies
ACTIVE AND ONGOING IMPLEMENTATION
AND SUPPORT OF CFPM
• CFPM Practice Fidelity
• Supervisors Coach and Support Staff
• Well-Being Survey (Family Voice)
COMPLETE SAFETY ASSESSMENTS
Tools (e.g., Structured Decision-Making) are
completed at each decision point.
o Hot Line Assessments
o Safety Assessments
o Family Risk and Re-assessments
o Reunification Re-assessment
STRATEGIC EFFORTS TO REDUCE
DISPROPORTIONALITY AT SYSTEM ENTRY
• Cross-system and community collaboration
• Partnership with School Linked Services
• Active Communication Mechanism with
parents and youth to develop strategies
together
STATE AND FEDERAL INDICATORS
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6.a

What Specific Components will Guide Reporting to CSFC?
2) Child and Family Practice Model
v The CFPM is the cornerstone of social work practice.
Therefore, how well social workers are supported in
carrying out the practice model is critically important to
understanding how families receive the model, and
thereby how it correlates with child and family outcomes
v Three main components are unpacked:
i. CFPM Practice Fidelity
ii. Coaching and supporting Social Workers
iii.Family Voice Survey
v Safety Assessments: DFCS staff have recently received
training on SDM. Full implementation and use of
overrides will inform on how the tools supports outcome
goals.

Process Goals
PREVENT AND DIVERT
Engage other system partners to support
families’ wellbeing:
o Well-Being Strategies
ACTIVE AND ONGOING IMPLEMENTATION
AND SUPPORT OF CFPM
• CFPM Practice Fidelity
• Supervisors Coach and Support Staff
• Well-Being Survey (Family Voice)
COMPLETE SAFETY ASSESSMENTS
Tools (e.g., Structured Decision-Making) are
completed at each decision point.
o Hot Line Assessments
o Safety Assessments
o Family Risk and Re-assessments
o Reunification Re-assessment
STRATEGIC EFFORTS TO REDUCE
DISPROPORTIONALITY AT SYSTEM ENTRY
• Cross-system and community collaboration
• Partnership with School Linked Services
• Active Communication Mechanism with
parents and youth to develop strategies
together
STATE AND FEDERAL INDICATORS
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6.a

What Specific Components will Guide Reporting to CSFC?
3) Strategies to Reduce Disproportionality at System Entry
v This section ties to the first, but places emphasis on
outcomes by race and ethnicity.
v The section will report on
i. Partnerships with School Linked Services
ii.Efforts to include family and youth voice
iii.Analytic framework to evaluate strategies

Process Goals
PREVENT AND DIVERT
Engage other system partners to support
families’ wellbeing:
o Well-Being Strategies
ACTIVE AND ONGOING IMPLEMENTATION
AND SUPPORT OF CFPM
• CFPM Practice Fidelity
• Supervisors Coach and Support Staff
• Well-Being Survey (Family Voice)
COMPLETE SAFETY ASSESSMENTS
Tools (e.g., Structured Decision-Making) are
completed at each decision point.
o Hot Line Assessments
o Safety Assessments
o Family Risk and Re-assessments
o Reunification Re-assessment
STRATEGIC EFFORTS TO REDUCE
DISPROPORTIONALITY AT SYSTEM ENTRY
• Cross-system and community collaboration
• Partnership with School Linked Services
• Active Communication Mechanism with
parents and youth to develop strategies
together
STATE AND FEDERAL INDICATORS
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6.a

What Specific Components will Guide Reporting to CSFC?
4) State and Federal Indicators
v The report will continue to include data for State
and Federal outcome measures.
v Probation’s data, for the moment, will be available
on an annual basis.
v Each report will highlight critical measures to bring
awareness of improvements and/or opportunities
for improvement.
v Moreover, as appropriate, key measures may be
highlighted within the body of the report (i.e.,
Sections 1-3).

Process Goals
PREVENT AND DIVERT
Engage other system partners to support
families’ wellbeing:
o Well-Being Strategies
ACTIVE AND ONGOING IMPLEMENTATION
AND SUPPORT OF CFPM
• CFPM Practice Fidelity
• Supervisors Coach and Support Staff
• Well-Being Survey (Family Voice)
COMPLETE SAFETY ASSESSMENTS
Tools (e.g., Structured Decision-Making) are
completed at each decision point.
o Hot Line Assessments
o Safety Assessments
o Family Risk and Re-assessments
o Reunification Re-assessment
STRATEGIC EFFORTS TO REDUCE
DISPROPORTIONALITY AT SYSTEM ENTRY
• Cross-system and community collaboration
• Partnership with School Linked Services
• Active Communication Mechanism with
parents and youth to develop strategies
together
STATE AND FEDERAL INDICATORS
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6.a

Optional Sections of the Report
System Moderators
o These refer to organizational supports or challenges. Examples include:
Training

Leadership

Other organizational characteristics

Staffing

Alignment with the Court System

Continuum of Care Reform (potentially)

o These will be articulated in a separate section or within the body of the report (i.e.,
Section 1-4), as appropriate.
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6.a

Optional Sections of the Report
Emerging Topics or Programs
o This section provides an opportunity for DFCS, Probation, or OCC to communicate
to CSFC on emerging topics or issues that are considered important or noteworthy
but that do not merit a separate report. Examples:
a) Other aspects of SDM that do not fit within the section on CFPM
b) Continuum of Care Reform emerging issues
c) Staffing challenges or successes
d) Updates on other efforts (e.g., SIP planning)
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6.a

How and When will we Communicate Progress to CSFC?
1. The recommendation aligns three reports into one coordinated report:
v The System Improvement Plan Quarterly Report
v The Title IV-E Child Well-being Report
v The Status on Disproportionality Report
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How and When will we Communicate Progress to CSFC?
2. It is recommended to present the report to CSFC twice a year for three reasons:
v As we are taking a data-driven approach, changes are difficult to interpret over
shorter time frames, particularly when trying to understand data in the context
of complex systems and reaching consensus with various system partners on
the meaning of these relationships and identifying next steps.
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6.a

How and When will we Communicate Progress to CSFC?
2. It is recommended to present the report to CSFC twice a year for three reasons:
v Cross-system reporting requires sufficient time to devote to program visioning
and implementation before the next report is due:
• Partners’ systems are complex with hundreds of decision points
• Partners need time to come together to create a unifying vision based on assessment of the
effects programming and policy may have on outcomes, troubleshooting and brainstorming
through challenges, and learning how all factors synergistically come together
• There are many other feedback loops with other partners or contracted service providers
that need time for decisions to take effect or to identify further improvement opportunities
(e.g., School Linked Services, Public Health Dept, Differential Response, Cultural Brokers,
Neighborhood Safety Unit, Parent Hub, South County Parent Mentor Program)
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6.a

How and When will we Communicate Progress to CSFC?
2. It is recommended to present the report to CSFC twice a year for three reasons:
v A cross-system coordinated report is a developmental process that takes time in
order to produce a meaningful analytic report. System partners need time to:
• Identify the key elements of the report within the frame of the logic model
• Devote time to having conversations to reflect on the data and using data to inform
program design and refinements,
• Understand how this analytic process supports the learning experience of staff in efforts to
achieve better outcomes for children and familiesIncorporate revisions into the final report
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6.a

PROPOSAL
1. First report to CSFC
a) March 2017
2. Reporting Schedule
a) Semi-annual: March and September months
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County of Santa Clara

Children, Seniors, and Families Committee
Supervisor Cindy Chavez, Chairperson. Supervisor Dave Cortese, Vice Chairperson.

DATE:
TIME:

December 15, 2016, Regular Meeting
1:00 PM

PLACE:

Board of Supervisors' Chambers
MINUTES
Opening

1. Call to Order.
Chairperson Chavez called the meeting to order at 1:03 p.m. A quorum was present.
Attendee Name
Title
Status
Arrived
Cindy Chavez
Chairperson
Present
Dave Cortese
Vice Chairperson
Present
2. Public Comment. (ID# 84491)
One individual addressed the Committee.
3. Approve consent calendar and changes to the Committee's Agenda.
Item Nos. 5, 6, 7, 10, and 11 were added to the Consent Calendar. Item No. 14 was held
to January 11, 2017.
3 RESULT: APPROVED AS AMENDED [UNANIMOUS]
MOVER:
Dave Cortese, Vice Chairperson
SECONDER: Cindy Chavez, Chairperson
AYES:
Chavez, Cortese
Regular Agenda - Items for Discussion
4. Receive report from the Senior Care Commission relating to proposed assessment
of a five-year pilot adult day services subsidy program, which would serve seniors
and persons with disabilities who qualify for adult day services. (ID# 84040)
Seven individuals addressed the Committee.
Vice Chairperson Cortese requested that a cost assessment relating to the proposed
recommendations be provided for report to the Committee in the near future, and
subsequently to the Board of Supervisors for review during the budget process.
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4 RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

RECEIVED [UNANIMOUS]
Dave Cortese, Vice Chairperson
Cindy Chavez, Chairperson
Chavez, Cortese

Added to the Consent Calendar at the request of Chairperson Chavez.
5 RESULT: RECEIVED [UNANIMOUS]
MOVER:
Dave Cortese, Vice Chairperson
SECONDER: Cindy Chavez, Chairperson
AYES:
Chavez, Cortese
6. Receive report from the Behavioral Health Services Department relating to Older
Adult Summit Implementation Progress. (ID# 84076)
Added to the Consent Calendar at the request of Chairperson Chavez.
6 RESULT: RECEIVED [UNANIMOUS]
MOVER:
Dave Cortese, Vice Chairperson
SECONDER: Cindy Chavez, Chairperson
AYES:
Chavez, Cortese
7. Receive report from the Social Services Agency relating to activities of the Cross
Agency Service Team. (ID# 84306)
Added to the Consent Calendar at the request of Chairperson Chavez.
7 RESULT: RECEIVED [UNANIMOUS]
MOVER:
Dave Cortese, Vice Chairperson
SECONDER: Cindy Chavez, Chairperson
AYES:
Chavez, Cortese
8. Receive report from the Probation Department relating to the Neighborhood
Safety/Services Unit (NSU). (ID# 84161)
Vice Chairperson Cortese requested that the a final draft of the Request for Proposal
(RFP) relating to youth fellowship be forwarded to the Board of Supervisors for
consideration prior to release of the RFP.
8 RESULT: RECEIVED
9. Receive report from the Office of the County Executive relating to a plan for the
repeal of juvenile administrative fees. (Referral from June 14, 2016, Board of
Supervisors’ meeting, Item No. 99, Inventory Item No. 39) (ID# 84353)
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5. Receive report from the Social Services Agency, Department of Aging and Adult
Services, relating to the Office of the Public Administrator/Guardian/Conservator.
(ID# 84168)
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10. Receive report from Behavioral Health Services Department relating to the School
Linked Services Implementation Plan. (ID# 84006)
Added to the Consent Calendar at the request of Chairperson Chavez.
10 RESULT: RECEIVED [UNANIMOUS]
MOVER:
Dave Cortese, Vice Chairperson
SECONDER: Cindy Chavez, Chairperson
AYES:
Chavez, Cortese
11. Receive annual report from FIRST 5 Santa Clara County. (ID# 84357)
Added to the Consent Calendar at the request of Chairperson Chavez.
11 RESULT: RECEIVED [UNANIMOUS]
MOVER:
Dave Cortese, Vice Chairperson
SECONDER: Cindy Chavez, Chairperson
AYES:
Chavez, Cortese
12. Receive annual report from Project Cornerstone. (ID# 84356)
Chairperson Chavez requested that Project Cornerstone provide a joint presentation with
the Public Health Department at a future meeting to discuss the preliminary raw data
mentioned today.
12 RESULT: RECEIVED
13. Receive report from the Office of the County Executive relating to the 2017
Legislative Policies: Children, Seniors, and Families Chapter. (ID# 84352)
13 RESULT: RECEIVED
14. Receive report from Office of the County Executive relating to the progress of
Countywide efforts to coordinate alcohol and drug testing services. (ID# 84334)
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Vice Chairperson Cortese requested that the proposed recommended action plan include
a complete moratorium on collections, including passive collections. In addition,
Chairperson Chavez requested that Administration include in the report to the Board of
Supervisors the rationale behind the recommended action, such as a statement of
principle or communication strategy.
9 RESULT: RECEIVED [UNANIMOUS]
MOVER:
Dave Cortese, Vice Chairperson
SECONDER: Cindy Chavez, Chairperson
AYES:
Chavez, Cortese
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14 RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

HELD [UNANIMOUS]
Next: 1/11/2017 2:00 PM
Dave Cortese, Vice Chairperson
Cindy Chavez, Chairperson
Chavez, Cortese

15. Receive verbal report from Director, Social Services Agency. (ID# 84399)

16. Receive verbal report from Director, Department of Child Support Services.
Ignacio Guerrero, Director, Department of Child Support Services (DCSS), provided a
brief update regarding a recent meeting with the new Superior Court Executive Director,
Rebecca Flemming, and stated that they discussed various opportunities for
collaboration and support between DCSS and the court system.
Chairperson Chavez recessed the meeting at 1:53 p.m. and reconvened the meeting at
2:11 p.m.
16 RESULT: RECEIVED
Time Certain - To Be Heard No Earlier Than 2:00 p.m.
17. Hearing relating to impact of the 2016 presidential election on immigrant
communities in Santa Clara County. (ID# 84405)
a. Panel discussion with representatives of public safety and justice, public health, and
other organizations.
b. Receive testimony from invited community representatives.
c. Receive testimony from members of the public.
Received introductory remarks from Chairperson Chavez who welcomed participating
members: Supervisor Cortese; Jeff Smith, County Executive; John Mills, Deputy
County Executive; James Williams, County Counsel; Bob Menicocci, Director, SSA;
Ignacio Guerrero, Director, DCSS; Cindy Hendricksen, Assistant District Attorney;
Chris Arriola, Office of the District Attorney; Molly O'Neal, Public Defender; Rick
Sung, Assistant Sheriff; Maria Love, Director, Office of Immigrant Relations; Arcel
Blume, Director, Office of Cultural Competency; Councilmembers Magdalena Carrasco
and Sergio Jimenez, City of San Jose; and, Chief Eddie Garcia, San Jose Police
Department.
Received comments from the following panelists: Public Safety and Justice: Rick Sung,
Chief Eddie Garcia, Cindy Hendricksen, Chris Arriola, and Molly O'Neal; Higher
Education: Jon Gundry, Cha See, William Armaline, and Chris Funk; Data Protection:
Vanessa Ridley and Kavita Narayan; Public Health and Behavioral Health: Rene
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Robert Menicocci, Director, Social Services Agency, briefly noted staff efforts that are
underway regarding federal legislative and policy issues.
15 RESULT: RECEIVED
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Santiago and Delores Alvarado; Child Welfare and Benefits Programs, and Dually
Involved Youth: Jana Rickerson, Laura Garnette, and Denise Boland. The Committee
further received remarks from Mr. Smith and Mr. Williams.

Chairperson Chavez requested that staff collect all of the information received during
the hearing to develop a potential community work plan. Mr. Jimenez requested an
analysis of information that triggers enforcement of Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) operations, Ms. Hendricksen requested a strategy for educating the
community regarding immigration laws, and Ms. O'Neal expressed support regarding
County Counsel's recommendation for considering an informal competitive process for
securing legal representation for deportation proceedings. Chairperson Chavez requested
that the County support legislative leaders at the State level. In addition, Chairperson
Chavez requested that the County pursue mass communication among immigrants,
refugees, and long-term residents and citizens, including through churches and schools,
regarding the County's values and plans. Vice Chairperson Cortese expressed support
for next steps as outlined by Chairperson Chavez.
Vice Chairperson Cortese commented regarding a recent Board appointment of
Supervisor Joe Simitian to the Legislative Affairs Task Force, noting that the Task Force
will provide additional guidance in the future. Vice Chairperson Cortese requested
administration establish a protocol to assist children in schools impacted by ICE
enforcement, a full-time staff person to assist people at community gatherings, and
provide a resolution template for organizations to use.
Consent Calendar
18. Approve the Children, Seniors, and Families Committee meeting schedule for 2017.
(ID# 84311)
18 RESULT: APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
MOVER:
Dave Cortese, Vice Chairperson
SECONDER: Cindy Chavez, Chairperson
AYES:
Chavez, Cortese
19. Approve minutes of the November 10, 2016 Regular Meeting.
19 RESULT: APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
MOVER:
Dave Cortese, Vice Chairperson
SECONDER: Cindy Chavez, Chairperson
AYES:
Chavez, Cortese
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Received testimony from various organizations and members of the public. Forty-nine
individuals addressed the Committee, and five individuals submitted written comments
for the record.
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Adjourn
20. Adjourn to the next regular meeting on January 11, 2017 at 2:00 p.m. in the Board
of Supervisors' Chambers, County Government Center, 70 West Hedding Street,
San Jose.
Chairperson Chavez adjourned the meeting at 4:35 p.m.
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Respectfully submitted,

Ruth Marston
Deputy Clerk of the Board
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